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ABSTRACT
Analysis of results from steady and steady-in-the-mean high heat-flux (15 - 70 W/cm2,
with water as working fluid) shear driven annular flow-boiling experiments presented here
- and low heat-flux (0.1- 1 W/cm2, with FC-72 as working fluid) experiments presented
elsewhere – together lead to a key conclusion. The conclusion is that heat carrying
nucleation rates go often undetected by the typically used visualization approaches for flow
boiling – as such flows often involve µm- to sub- µm scale bubble diameters in millimeterscale ducts. These nucleation rates play a significant role in most of the so-called
convective annular regimes (of liquid thicknesses greater than 100 microns) of flow
boiling. The perspective associated with conventional classifications of nucleate and
convective (plug-slug, annular, etc.) regimes are based on flow-regime classifications that
depend on: (i) the larger and detected liquid-vapor interface configurations at tube diameter
levels, and (ii) heat-flux dependency in heat-transfer coefficient (HTC) correlations.
Various reliable syntheses of experiments with simulations and/or correlations establish,
as reported here, that thin film annular regime flow boiling at high heat-flux values yield
experimentally measured heat-flux or HTC values that are significantly greater (often by
80-90%) than those associated with the assumption of no nucleate boiling contributions.
This leads to following the new stricter definition of convective boiling. The stricter
convective flow boiling regime definition is absence or near absence of heat carrying
nucleation rates. The results reported here are for experiments done in the horizontal
rectangular channel of height 5 mm and width 10 mm, with the length being 14 cm in the
direction of water flow. Non-zero inlet quality (between 0.4 0.7), arranged by introducing,
at the inlet, separate flows of nearly saturated liquid and vapor phases – at mass flow rates
consistent with imposed heat-fluxes – ensure annularity over the entire length of the
horizontal boiling-surface at the bottom of the test section. Results from a separate work
dealing with a newly patented breakthrough – which is referenced here – supports the basic
result that significant increases in the typically undetected nucleation rates (with the help
of novel approaches) can lead to significant increases in boiling HTC.

xviii

1 Introduction
In-tube boiling flows, a subset of the area of phase-change heat transfer, has been a subject
of scientific studies – involving experiments, modeling, computations, and analysis – since
the early 1900s. As engineering support for boiler and condenser operations in macro-scale
applications (as in power generations sector, heating ventilation and air conditioning
refrigeration, waste heat recovery, steam generation, etc.) have matured, new challenges
have emerged in the area of high heat flux (50-1000 W/cm2 or greater) cooling for data
centers, supercomputers, laser weapons, and other devices. One of these challenges is
smallness of available space for device cooling (that must employ flow-boilers). The space
restrictions and low pumping power needs often limit hydraulic diameter Dh of the
boiler/condenser tubes to be small – but not too small (e.g. 200 µm ≤ Dh ≤ 8 mm).

Furthermore, safety and cost-effectiveness issues restrict pure fluids to available
refrigerants and/or water.

Another challenge in addressing electronic cooling needs is a restriction on allowed boiling
surface temperatures. For example, typically, 75-85 °C is the maximum allowed
temperature for the boiler tube surfaces connected to cold plates used in electronic cooling
(Kandlikar and Hayner 2009 [1]). Besides high heat removal capabilities at high heatfluxes require high mass-fluxes, and this necessitates demands for improved effectiveness
(ratio of heat removal rates to consumed pumping power – at duct and associated system
levels) of such in-tube millimeter-scale boilers. Therefore, effectiveness often requires low
pumping power consumption through manageable pressure drops – and, in case of a stack
of high heat-flux flow-boilers, it may also mean an ability to recover large amounts of
mechanical power available (associated with higher exiting vapor speeds from mm-scale
ducts) and thermal power (available through condensation of the exiting vapor) at the exit.
This means; besides flow-boiling, considerations must be given to development of suitable
and innovative thermal system designs ([2]-[3]), particularly for the operations of nextgeneration computers, server-racks, and data centers.
Heat-exchange effectiveness also requires avoidance of vapor compressibility related
choking effects (Ghiaasiaan 2007 [4]) and this, in turn, may require modest mass-fluxes
1

(G) in tubes of modest hydraulic diameters Dh ≡ 4A/PF, where typically A and PF

respectively represent the cross-sectional area and wetted (either by liquid or vapor)
perimeter of the tube. Based on available experimental studies and experiences, modest G

(~ 10 ≤ G ≤ 500 kg/m2.s) means avoiding high G >500 kg/m2.s and modest Dh (~ 100 µm
≤ Dh ≤ 8 mm) means tube diameters that are neither too small (e.g., Dh ≥100 µm) nor too

large (e.g., Dh ≤ 8 mm). This would mean, according to some popular naming conventions

(Ghiaasiaan 2007 [4]; Kandlikar and Grande 2003 [5]; Mehendale et al. 2000 [6]), that
effectiveness considerations may restrict one to mini-channels (~ 100 µm ≤ Dh ≤ 1 mm)
and a subset of macro-channels (~ 1 mm ≤ Dh ≤ 8 mm) – excluding micro-channels (~ 10

µm ≤ Dh ≤ 100 µm) as well as large diameter (Dh ≥ 8 mm) macro channels.

This thesis’s focus is on steady annular flow-boiling of water in a rectangular cross-section
horizontal duct (depth w = 1 cm, height h = 5 mm, and length L = 14 cm), at high heatW

W

fluxes (10 cm2 ≤ q� "w ≤ 80 cm2) and near atmospheric pressure conditions. This is part of
an effort to better understand and reinforce rather surprising results – about dominance of
nucleate boiling in what is, conventionally, believed to be a convective regime – being
implied by MTU group’s earlier low heat-flux experiments ([7-9]) and review-based
analyses of implications that follow from existing results ([10]). The other motivation to
better understand the surprising new results is to contribute to the development of new
flow-boiling technologies [11] and associated new thermal systems ([2]-[3]).
Standard reasons given for flow-boiling investigations is the recognition ([12]-[14]) that
the current industry practices and trends with regard to heat-sinks being used in servers and
server racks – which have just started shifting from air-cooled to more efficient warmwater cooled approaches ([15]-[16]) is such that it cannot keep up with exponentially rising
cooling demands. And flow-boiling based heat sinks are the best candidates ([17]-[18]) for
further developments that address next generation needs. This is also because more
established technologies, such as an array of small diameter heat pipes or their Capillary
and Looped heat pipe variations (Faghri 1995 [19]), are not appropriate solutions for the
increasing high heat-flux and heat-load needs of these applications (Agostini et al. 2007
[13]; Ball 2012 [14]). Direct use of heat pipes do not work well because of the limitations
2

arising from: (i) necessarily large vapor speeds involved, (ii) wicking limits that do not
allow for large distances between boilers and condensers, and (iii) a need to effectively
couple the new heat-sinks to the remaining parts of conventional thermal system designs.
The earlier low heat-flux investigations also showed a potential of achieving high heatexchange efficiencies by restricting flow-boiling operations to the annular regimes ([79],[20-21]) and then improving the efficiencies further by superposing pulsatile operations
on top of the steady ones. This thesis however limited itself to steady annular boiling alone.
This is because of the earlier mentioned surprising finding ([7-10]) of the dominance of
nucleate boiling in the low heat-flux annular regimes which are conventionally classified
as convective. This is believed to be due to ([7-10]) the fact that invisible (below sensing
capability of the instrument used) or visible nucleating bubbles and their nucleation rates
(from inception to growth to departure back to inception again) play a significant role in
all regimes of flow-boiling. That is, whether the regimes are plug-slug or annular and
termed “convective” – or is actually the nucleate regime of flow-boiling. This is because
nucleate and convective regime classifications – popular in flow-boiling literature (see [2125])– are based on whether the respective regime-based local heat transfer coefficient
(HTC) values/correlations do or do not exhibit a significant dependence on the values of
the local heat-flux at the boiling-surface. This classification is different from the one
considered and reviewed in section-2 of this thesis. Here convective regimes are defined to
be ones for which actual contributions to the local boiling-surface heat-flux values arising
from the rate at which bubbles nucleate – are negligible. This definition led us to put on
hold the high heat-flux pulsatile flow-boiling investigations (for water) for thin liquid-film
annular flow-regimes (involving 100 – 350 µm thin films attained by innovative operations
[7] – where inlet quality remained above 0.4 or so). This is because earlier results [7-9]
establish that more than 80% of the heat is still being carried by small, often invisible
(perhaps in the range of 100 nm – 5 µm effective diameter range), nucleating bubbles. Here
invisibly small means that bubble sizes are below the resolution available for direct or
indirect observations – and nucleate and convective regime classifications based on image
analysis approach ([26]) of presenting “nucleation site density versus distance/quality”
results are less reliable and conclusive. Because of greater confidence in these newly
3

established results ([7-9]), it is concluded that there is hardly any thin film “convective”
advantages associated with operations in the annular flow-boiling regime (except in the
suppressed nucleation annular regimes that are typically very thin, for most experimental
conditions [7-9], about 5-40 micrometers in film thickness). With regard to investigating
the dominance of nucleation rates in flow-boiling, it is further noted that there is some
useful understanding and information available ([26]-[27]), particularly for pool-boiling
cases, on bubble ebullition cycles for bubble-departure diameters of micrometer or larger
sizes (> 1 µm if the instrument and experiment can resolve such diameters). However, for
the smaller nano-meter to micro-meter ranges of bubble-diameters, the growth, departure,
and collapse mechanisms – as well as heat carrying capabilities – are poorly understood
[28] and likely very different. Because of the above-discussed reasons after further
establishing recent findings ([7-10]), it is important to address next-generation cooling
needs [11] by recognizing that nucleation rates are always important – as heat carrying
mechanisms – in almost all flow boiling regimes.
Recognizing the above, this thesis’s focus shifted to further establishing and quantifying
the dominant role of nucleation rates in the steady annular boiling that was being
experimentally investigated. As a part of this quantification focus, besides developing an
experimental set-up and data acquisition approaches, it became necessary to analyze and
relate the experimentally obtained results on local heat transfer coefficients (HTC) hx to
existing and relevant knowledge of models/correlations:
•
•

Heat transfer coefficient hx or its non-dimensional form termed Nusselt number
Nux .

Defining flow-regime maps with distance “x” or quality “X(x)” with the help of
curves identifying flow-regime transitions – defined by critical values of quality
Xcr as a function of other non-dimensional parameters characterizing the flows’
realizations.

•
•

Void-fraction 𝜖𝜖 and its dependence on quality X and fluid properties.

Pressure-gradient and/or pressure-drop values.
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•

Obtaining different critical heat-flux (CHF) values and associated qualities XCHF
that are relevant to the mechanisms by which such unstable conditions arise.

Towards integrating this thesis’s analyses with the above-described modeling/correlation
needs, an overview is undertaken in [10] and in relevant parts of the next section.
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2

Relationship

to

Prior

MTU

Research

and

Basic

Background Knowledge
Earlier Results
The investigative answers sought here for steady high heat-flux (15 - 70 W/cm2) annular
flow boiling in millimeter-scale ducts are guided by hypotheses based on earlier results
([1]-[4]) that have been obtained for steady low heat-flux (0.1 - 1 W/cm2) annular flow
boiling in millimeter-scale ducts.
The experimental data for the earlier low heat-flux flow boiling experiments ([1]-[3]) were
acquired with FC-72 as working fluid in horizontal test section (see Figure 2.1) of
rectangular cross-section (Depth w = 1.5 cm, Height h = 2 mm, and Length L = 50 cm in
Figure 2.1).

Figure 2-1 A side view schematic of an instrumented test-section that has a 15 mm width
(in a direction out of the figure plane). The inlet is at x = 0 and one-dimensional flowboiling modeling is done for the downstream flow location 0 ≤ x ≤ L. The test-section is
for low heat-flux flow boiling investigation with FC-72 as the working fluid.
The temperature controlled local heating “levels” are characterized by the local
temperature difference ∆T(x) ≡ [Tw (x) − Tsat (p0 )], where Tw (x) is the local temperature

and Tsat (p0 ) is the saturation temperature at representative inlet pressure p0 . Also, let

q"w (x) be the local heat-flux, ∆x be the local film thickness, and fluid properties (Density
9

ρ, Viscosity μ, Specific Heat Cp, and thermal conductivity k) be denoted with subscript “I”
(I = “L” or “V” - with “L” for liquid-phase and “V” for vapor-phase). Furthermore, It is
assumed that ∆T(x) > ∆T|ONB and/or q"w (x) > q"w |ONB at the location where nucleate
boiling is occurring - where ∆T|ONB and q"w |ONB are certain lower bounds (termed ONB,

Onset of Nucleate Boiling) for temperature difference ∆T(x) or heat-flux q"w (x) that cause
phase change (See [5],[6]).

The local HTC hx is defined as

q"w (x) ≡ hx . ∆T(x)

(2.1)

The film thickness involved in this earlier investigation, as estimated by experimentsmodeling synthesis [1-2], [7] were typically thin - in 50 to 100 μm range - and conditions
were such that convective component of heat-flux (q"w−cb ) or heat transfer coefficient

(HTC, hx-cb) could be assessed. This was done by establishing the validity and quite
rigorously [10] for laminar vapor and laminar liquid number of the following well known
simple formula that defines to thin film convective boiling annular to conditions
correspond to for which there is a near absence of significant heat transfer contributions
from nucleating bubbles:
q"w−cb = hx−cb . ∆T(x) ≅ k L . [∆T(x)/∆(x)]

(2.2)

Since turbulent vapor and laminar thin film liquid flow condition also often occur for low
heat flux conditions [1-2], [7] and, this thesis’s high heat flux data, Equation (2.2) remains
valid. This is become (see [7]-[10]) thinnest of liquid film ensure transverse heat condition
across the film followed by phase change intersection is the model of heat transfer despite
enabling forward motion of the liquid and the vapor. And although the interfacial shear
model can be used to provide estimates of convective HTC, to obtain estimate of film
thickness ∆(x) (See [11]-[13]), this thesis presents - in later section - a simpler but reliable

void-fraction model-based approach (Also see [7]) for estimating ∆(x) and hx-cb.
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For this work, we define convective boiling condition differently (denoting correct local
HTC as hx|cb) than the classical/traditional (C/T) definition of local HTC, which is denoted
as hx|cb-C/T. This classical/traditional definition of convective boiling and the practice of
using the analogy between adiabatic annular two-phase flows (air-water type) and annular
flow-boiling - for obtaining various correlation-based estimates for flow-boiling - are
briefly reviewed in section 2.2 below.
Using the definition of local values of total heat flux and HTC as in Equation (2.1), in [1][3], experimentally measured values of local heat flux and HTC are obtained and denoted
as q"w (x) = q"w |Expt (x) and hx = hx |Expt . Using convective boiling to mean near absence

of heat transfer contribution from nucleating bubbles and the definition in Equation (2.2),
Nucleate boiling contribution (Often undetected or undetectable in most experiments) to
local heat-flux and HTC, denoted as q"w−nb and hx-nb (≡ q"w−nb /∆T(x)) respectively, are
defined through the decompositions:

q"w |Expt ≡ q"w |cb + q"w |nb

(2.3)

hx |Expt ≡ hx |cb + hx |nb

For experimental conditions in [1]-[3], It is found that for low heat flux thin-film annular
boiling conditions, micron or submicron nucleation (likely undetectable) dominates as heat
transfer mechanism in the sense that they carry away more than 90% of the heat that is:
q"w |nb or hx |nb > O(0.9) of q"w |Expt or hx |Expt

(2.4)

The experiment results leading to Equation (2.4) are also in order of magnitude agreement
with numerous correlation-based estimates [7], [12]-[15] for hx |Expt and hx |cb and some

presented here for hx |cb (under a revised definition of what is meant by the convective
regime). These additional results also support the new results regarding significant
dominance of Equation (2.3). These dominance results are at variance with classical

decomposition based on a classical/traditional understanding of what constitutes nucleate
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vs. convective regimes. The classical/traditional definition are reviewed below in subsection 2.2.1.

Basic Background Knowledge
This sub-section discusses further and critical background knowledge for better
understanding of the contribution of this thesis.
2.2.1

The classical/traditional approach to the distinction between nucleate and
connective regimes

The classical definition of nucleate and convective (Plug-slug, annular, etc.) regimes are
based on two types of flow regime classifications that depends on: (i) The larger,
contiguous, and detected (Often to naked eye) liquid-vapor interface configuration at tube
diameter levels, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a); and (ii) Heat-flux dependency trends in heat
transfer coefficient (HTC) results/correlations, as shown in Figure 2.3.

12

(a)
(b)
Figure 2-2 (a) Typical tube-diameter level flow-visualization resolution lead to depicted
classification of flow-regimes. The illustrated case is for saturated flow-boiling in - a
horizontal tube - with uniform heat-flux (q"w ) heating and given heat-flux value G (below

a certain threshold) Location such as M1, M2, and M3 - underneath a vapor plug slug or in

the liquid thin film region of an annular regime - indicate locations where micron to submicron bubbles may go undetected. (b) As shown, Locations such as M2 and M3, after
sufficient magnification in suitable experiments, may or may not detect nucleating bubbles
at sub-micron levels. This could be due to limitation related to visualization accuracy or
available magnification or due to special and unknown ebullition cycles of nm to μm sized
bubbles.
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Figure 2-3 For the regimes depicted in Figure 2.2(a) and a certain means-flux G = G0, the
expected and typically observed qualitative variation in local values of HTC (hx) with
distance 0 ≤ X(x) ≤ 1 are shown as curves (i)-(iv). These curves are increasing values of

heat-flux q� "w variation within a certain interval q� "w1 ≤ q� "w ≤ q� "w3. For a representative

curve (i), the flow traverses multiple flow-regime I-VI in Figure 2.2(a). Other details of the
figure are discussed next and in [9].

The larger and contiguous liquid/vapor interface configuration, as observed at tube
diameter resolution scale, and shown in Figure 2.2(a), define different liquid-vapor
patterns/morphologies that correspond to different names (Nucleate/bubbly, Plug-Slug,
annular, etc.) given to different patterns. For liquid film close to the boiling surface and in
the plug-slug and annular regimes, one typically does not observe nucleating bubbles.
However, in principle, if suitable magnification and flow visualization arrangements are
made available. One may able to see (M1) or may (M2) be sub-micron to micron diameter
(Say 100 nm - 10 μm) bubbles - and this is indicated in Figure 2.2(b). For various reason
that limit detection of sub-micron bubbles in existing literature, the classical distinction
between nucleate and convective regimes [14]-[17], with few attempted exception [23],
depends on flow regimes defined in Figure 2.2(a) and heat-flux dependency trends for HTC
results/correlation of the type shown in Figure 2.3. (Also see [7], [21-22]).
14

For the saturated flow-boiling realization in Figure 2.2, the increasing distance or quality
from the inlet are also marked - see zones I-VI - on the horizontal axis of Figure 2.3. The
marked zone boundaries in Figure 2.2(a) and 2.3 are for a representative curve (i)
associated with specific heat-flux values q� "w ≡ q� "w−(i) . This curve changes to curves (ii)-

(iv) for increasing values of q� "w . The marked zones along the x-axis respectively denoted

the following regimes: micro-scale and/or nucleate boiling (I), for which bubble sizes are
detectable, by a visualization approach can resolve images up to hydraulic tube diameter
(Dh) scales; plug-slug regime associated with coalesced bubbles (II); annular liquid film
zone(III) associated with increasing values of local HTC hx - a measure of increasing
boiling efficiency; annular liquid film zone (IV) associated with decreasing values of local
HTC hx - perhaps after liquid film thickness goes below a certain threshold; and another
very thin film annular zone (V) that suppresses nucleation - at almost all heat carrying
bubbly diameter - for which hx increases with further reduction in film thicknesses because
transverse conduction alone is the heat removal mechanism in the thin layer (as for
Equation (2.2), except that absence of nucleation is not hypothesis); and regimes with
stable liquid dry-out conditions where the boiling-surface is exposed to vapor (VI). The
near inlet downstream nucleate boiling flow-regime (I) in Figure 2.2(a) consists of
millimeter to sub-millimeter scale bubbles if Dh is millimeter scale. In this regime, the heat
flux dependent hx values (See [21-22], [25-26], etc.) in Figure 2.3 may increase or decrease
with distance x (at a fixed q� "w ). The same zone (I) in Figure 2.3 has increasing values of hx
across curves - with increasing q� "w - and this is likely associated with increasing per unit

ΔTw effectiveness in removing heat through millimeter or sub-millimeter scale nucleating
bubbles in tubes of millimeter-scale Dh.

However, besides zone I (the traditional nucleate boiling regime), zones II-III (the
traditional convective regimes) may also have significant contribution from nucleating
bubbles - though they may reach different departure diameter in different zones (mm to
sub-mm in zone I, if tube-diameter is mm scale and μm to sub-μm in zones II and III)
regardless of size.
15

Note that heat removed per bubble of departure diameter Db (modeled as a sphere) is
πD3
πD3
� b�6� . ρv . hfg , where �� b�6� . ρv � is the vaporized mass per bubble, and hfg is the
latent heat of vaporization (J/kg in SI). If “n"(Db ) ∗ dDb ” represents the number of

nucleation sites per unit area of the boiling surface associated with bubble departure
diameter in the range of Db to Db + dDb , and fe = fl (Db ) represents the frequency
associated with bubble ebullition cycles associated with bubble departure diameter Db

whose sizes are typically less than liquid film thickness ΔF available above the nucleation
site (see in ΔF the plug-slug regimes of Figure 2.2(a) - and assign ∆F ≅ Dh in zone I and
∆F ≅ ∆(x) in the annular regimes of Figure 2.2(a-b)), The heat-flux q"w (x)|nb associated
with nucleating bubbles in a tube of diameter Dh is given by:
q”w (x)|nb

πD3b
≡ � n”(Db ). ��
� . ρv � hfg . f(Db ). dDb
6
0
∆F

πD3b

≅ �n”av (D∗b ) ∗ ∆F � ��
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(2.5)

� . ρv � hfg . f(D∗b )

Where Db∗ defines the average bubble departure diameter through the second equality in
equation (2.5). N” = [n”av (D∗b ) ∗ ∆F ] is the representative nucleation site number per unit
area at a location where liquid thickness is ∆F (∆F ≤ Dh ).

In Equation (2.5) above, n”(Db ) is the spectral density function with respect to departure

diameter in a statistical processing of a number of nucleation sites that correlate to
departure diameter in the range of Db to Db + dDb . However various physics issue that
determine nucleation site densities include: surface profiles and cavities, wettability and

spreadability of the boiling-surface except temperature Tw (x) (> ∆T|ONB ), liquid thickness
ΔF between the boiling surface and any adjacent vapor phase (e.g. see Figure 2.2(a)’s plug-

slug regime), hydrodynamic and gravity forces acting on the nucleating bubble, etc.

Therefore, occasionally, n”(Db ) will also be denoted to highlight its dependence on many
other parameters:

16

(2.6)

n”(Db ) = n"(Db ; ∆T(x), ∆F , etc. )

In traditional definition of convective regimes is associated with downstream zone II-III of
Figure 2.3, Where the dependency of hx on heat flux parameter is much weaker (see

relative coalescence of curves (i)-(iv) in zone III) relative to Zone I (traditionally defined
to be the nucleate regime). Because pool boiling (see [27]) hx is known to be heat-flux
dependent whereas single-phase forced-convection hx is known to be heat-flux
independent ([27]) the experimentally obtained trends in Figure 2.3 and associated regimes

in Figure 2.2(a) have led to the above described conventional/traditional definition of
nucleate

and

convective

regimes

(see

[13],

[16-18],

[23-25],

etc.).

In

conventional/traditional terminologies definition, the local HTC hx (see equation (2.1))

values are decomposed into nucleate (and denoted here as hx|nb-C/T) and convective (and

denoted here as hx|cb-C/T) parts. Sometimes such decompositions are presented with a clearly
defined flow-regime transient boundary (between zone I and zone II-III as shown in Figure
2.2(a) and 2.3) which is explicitly and quantitatively modeled (as in [13-14], [21], etc.) and
sometimes - as in [12], [23-24] - single hx correlation incorporates explicit correlations for

the nucleate component hx|nb-C/T and the convective for the nucleate component hx|cb-C/T
with gradually decreasing hx|nb-C/T contributes with distance x (i.e. as one transverses from
zone I to Zone II-III in Figures 2.2(a) and 2.3).
It should be recalled that the definition adopted by us in the sub-section 2.1, and in the
paper [1-3], in this thesis redefine convective regime to correspond to conditions where
there is a near absence of significant heat transfer contribution from nucleating bubbles of
any size millimeter, micron, or sub-micron. And under this new definition, it is found that
micron or sub-micron nucleation rates are dominant even in the so-called convective zones
II and III in Figure 2.2(a) and 2.3. This conclusion stems from the fact that the rise in hx

values in zone III of Figure 2.3 - or fall in hx values in zone IV of Figure 2.3 - both are

found in several investigations ([7]-[10]) involving thin film annular flows, to be much

larger in magnitude and exhibit trends (up and down) that are inconsistent with results
obtained under the assumptions of heat transfer for conditions which involve negligible
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nucleation rates. For such condition, Equation (2.2) applies and its validity is well
established (e.g. for numerous similar thin film boiling ([7], [10], etc.) and condensing ([8][9], etc.) flows). It should also be noted that rise and fall of HTC hx (≡ q"w (x)/∆T(x))

values - which represents some sort of local heat transfer rate efficiency with respect to the
temperature difference that drives the flow of heat with respect to distance “x” are related,

in a special way, to the “x-dependent” trends of heat-flux q"w (x) and driving temperature
difference ∆Tw (x). The rise and fall of hx values - over any interval of distance ‘x’ - is
governed, respectively, by positive and negative values of
interest. Since ∆Tw (x) ≥ ∆T𝑤𝑤 |ONB > 0, this means values of:
∆Tw (x) ∗

dhx�
dx over x-interval of

dq"w (x)
d(Tw (x))
dhx�
− hx .
�
=
�
dx
dx
dx

(2.7)

Are > 0 or < 0 over increasing or decreasing parts of an “hx versus x” curves (see Figure
2.3).

For example, heat carrying efficiency associated with bubbles, as captured by hx |nb defined
in Equation (2.3) can be given (utilizing Equation (2.5)) as:
hx |nb ≡

1
π 3
�n"av �D∗b , ∆Tw (x)�. ∆F . � Db∗ . ρv � . hfg . f(D∗b )�
∆Tw (x)
6

(2.8)

Since the definitions in the Equation (2.5) cover nucleating bubbles of all sizes, in the light
of the result in Equation (2.4), it is conjectured that relatively coalesced increasing hx
curves in zones II-III of Figure 2.3 correspond to increased heat carrying efficiencies
associated with higher frequency (see[26]) micron and sub-micron sized nucleating
bubbles associated with ∆F or ∆(x) of plug/slug or annular regime whereas the same curves
in zone I are dominated by larger and lower frequency ([26]) macro-scale nucleating
bubbles. For the set of curves (i) - (iv) in Figure 2.3, as one traverses from zone I to zones
II-III , the stronger to weaker dependence on heat-flux values q� "w are, therefore, not an

indicator of transition to convective boiling (as the name may suggest in the
classical/traditional interpretation). It is however, true that smaller liquid film thickness
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near the boiling-surface, in zones II-III, perhaps have a significant impact on triggering
efficient micro-scale nucleation rates in a way that there is a weaker dependence on heat
flux parameter q� "w - as far as separation among hx curves (i) – (iv) in Figure 2.3 is

concerned. Therefore the conventional-traditional “meaning” of hx|cb-C/T ([23-25], etc.)
needs to be revised/clarified in the light of the results presented in ([1-3] &[26], [1-3]) and
in this thesis/paper. It is however expected that below a certain threshold liquid filmthickness ∆F = ∆(x), the efficient micro-nucleation becomes inefficient ─ and there is a
decreasing hx trend (zone IV in Figure 2.3). After nucleation is effectively suppressed
(often for thickness less than 50 µm or so - and close to dryout point), there is a purely
convective (which is also conductive from boiling surface to interface) annular zone(V)
where hx increases with distance and then rapidly falls in the dried out zone(VI).
The width of the zones IV - VI in Figure 2.3 Have been exaggerated and are somewhat
uncertain – but their presence is expected and widely acknowledged ([10],[28]). Typical
experimental data and their graphical presentations considered here belong to zone III and
those of others ([12],[23]) cover zones I - III.
2.2.2

Typical non-dimensional correlations for local HTC hx , interfacial shear, void
fraction, and the role played by analogous results for adiabatic flows.

The nomenclature and issues associated with concepts and practices are extensively
discussed in [5]. Here the definitions and nomenclatures are briefly recalled and re-written
in order to better relate to new experimental/modelling results.
Let the temperature, pressure and velocity fields over the two phases ─ in the steady - inthe-mean flows depicted in the Figures 2.1-2.2 be respectively denoted as TI, PI and �v⃑I =
uI ı̂ + vI ȷ̂. Let p0 be the mean inlet pressure (or inlet pressure at a designated inlet location),

hfg be the heat of vaporization at a local interfacial pressure p or associated saturation
1

L

�w ≡ ∫ Tw(x) dx be the mean heat-exchange surface temperature
temperature Tsat (p), T
L 0
�[T
�w associated with steady but spatially varying wall temperature Tw(x). Further, let ∆T

�sat(p0)] be a representative controlling temperature difference between the fluid and the
T
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heat exchanger surface, and Ṁ in be the total steady mass flow rate(kg/s) through the tube.

Furthermore, let Ṁ in consist of liquid mass flow rate Ṁ L(x) and vapor mass flow rate Ṁ v(x)

at any distance “x” from the inlet- i.e Ṁ in = Ṁ L(x) + Ṁ v(x). Let X(x)(≡ Ṁ v(x)/ Ṁ in) be the

local quality, and G (≡ Ṁ in/A) be the mass-flux (kg/m2.s), and let the overall characteristic
speed be U(≡ G/ρv). The “method of heating/cooling “for the flows in Figure 2.2-2.3 can

be specified by prescribing either the wall temperature values or the heat-flux values. The
prescription choice depends on which of the two wall variables is experimentally known
or is more conveniently assumed as a tentative prescription. The boiling flows of interest
typically have a one-to-one correspondence because of monotonically increasing values of
quality X with distance x (or non-dimensional distance x� ). It is therefore, possible and

common to replace the non-dimensional distance x� ≡ x/Dh by the local quality X(x� )

defined as:

X (x� ) =

Mv̇ (x� )
̇
Mın

(2.9)

One of several reasons for replacing distance x� with quality X is the expectation that its

use, in place of “x� ” will allow more convenient and meaningful characterization of flowregimes(except near transition boundaries) because of approximate similarities-if G, X and
Dh are the same ─ that are found for certain local quality X(x) dependent variables (such

as HTC Hx, void fraction ε, friction fraction f, interiors of different flow regimes in flowregime maps, etc - (see [5-6], [7], etc.) and those also encountered in corresponding
realizations of adiabatic flows (such as ε, f, flow regime map interiors, etc.). It should be
noticed that in adiabatic flows, a uniform constant quality X(x) = X (with 0 ≤ X ≤ 1) is
realized over the entire duct length L(0 ≤ X ≤ 1). Another advantage of using quality X in
place of distance x (or x� ≡ x/Dh) is in developing Nux correlation, where
Nux ≡

hx ∗ Dh |H
KL
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(2.10)

Where Dh |H and is based on the heated perimeter P = PH of a duct’s cross-section. Here a
characteristic length scale Dh typically has two meanings and definitions
4A�
Dh |H
PH
Dh ≡ �
≡�
4A�
Dh |F
PF

(2.11)

Where A is the cross-sectional area, P = PF is the wetted (by liquid or vapor) perimeter and
P = PH is the heated perimeter (which may only be a fraction frp ≡ PH /PF < 1 of PF). For
heat-transfer related non-dimensional parameters, such as Nux in Equation (2.10), Dh |H is

used and for fluid-flow related parameters (such as friction factor f, liquid Reynolds
number ReL , vapor Reynolds number ReV etc. defined and discussed in [7]) - typically

Dh |F is used. For circular tubes, Dh |F is typically the tube diameter (also D or Dh).

Next it is important to define the level of heating and the “method of heating”. These
“levels” are characterized by either the average temperature difference ∆T or the axially
1

L

averaged mean wall heat-flux q� "w ≡ L ∫0 q"w (x) dx. The method of “heating/cooling” is

defined as θw (x) or Ψq (x) through relations:

�. θw (x)
∆T(x) ≡ |Tw (x) − Tsat (p0 )| ≡ ∆T
q"w (x) = q� "w . Ψq (x)

(2.12)
(2.13)

For non-uniform temperature-controlled heating, a specific “method of heating,” whereas
for uniform temperature heating that specific function is θw (x) = 1 over 0 ≤ x ≤ L.

Similarly, for a non-uniform wall heat-flux controlled heating, a specific) Ψq (x) ≠ 1 over

0 ≤ x ≤ L defines a specific “method of heating,” whereas for uniform heat-flux heating
that specific function is Ψq (x) = 1 over 0 ≤ x ≤ L.

The local heat transfer coefficient hx defined through Equation (2.1), depends on the overall
flow-specifying geometry and boundary conditions. Once it is assumed that straight ducts
and their orientation with respect to gravity are of interest here, the local heat transfer
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coefficient hx depends on the following variables(assuming, as needed, an implicit
dependence on solid-liquid-vapor interactions related parameters set {S*} that affect
nucleation rates) distance “x” from the inlet, tube/duct diameter Dh, inlet mass flow
rate Ṁ in, relevant fluid properties, controlling thermodynamic variables for phase-change,

the “level” and “method of heating” parameters at the tube walls, values of gravity
components gx and gy (with X and Y axes as defined in Figure 2.1) for inclined tubes and

inlet quality Xin. It should be noted that, gx ≈ 0 for the horizontal flow configurations of
∗
interest in Figures 2.2 - 2.3 and the quality at the inlet (x = 0) xin
is zero for saturated flow-

boiling description in Figure 2.2 - 2.3 and Xin > 0 (with 0 < Xin < 1) is known for the annular
flows of the type illustrated in Figure 2.1.

An explicit, minimal, and mutually independence of variables in the parameter set {S*}
that characterizes heat transfer rates associated with nucleating bubbles - be it pool ([29][33]) or flow ([7], [10-11], [13-14], etc.) boiling - is currently not possible, though many
parameters and much about the mechanisms are known (e.g. contact angle, need for a nondimension characterization of the boiling-surfaces structured or unstructured profile ─
together with roughness heights, material constants characterizing the solid-liquid-vapor
interactions in the “micro-layer” theory ([34], etc.) of bubble ebullition dynamics, etc.).
Also , the parameters set{S*} for single-bubble studies ([35]-[36]) are somewhat different
with different level of sensitivities leading to a more stochastic response (owing to issues
such as oxidation, chemical purity, etc.) as compared to {S*} of interest here - which
involves considerations of complex among bubbles of different sizes on a per unit area
basis (e.g. variables such as n”(Db, ∆T(x), {S*}, etc.) in Equation (2.5)). Therefore {S*}
variables influencing local HTC hx values nucleate boiling component for steady flow
boiling in Figures 2.1 - 2.3 ─ are likely to be lead to greater determinism of hx than {S*}
variables determine a single bubble’s ebullition dynamics of [35-36] . And yet the impact
of {S*} is expected to lead to a more non-deterministic impact on hx for steady turbulent
duct flow of a pure single phase flow. In the light of new results establishing the
significance of micro-nucleation (as outlined in the section of this thesis), the importance
of suitably modifying {S*} variables towards beneficially affecting nucleation rates – as in
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popular passive enhancement techniques involving micro-nano structuring of the boiling
surface and affecting variables that control nucleation site densities n"b (Db , ∆T(x)) through

structural changes in the surface, wettability/spreadability issues ([22], [37-38], etc.) are of
technological significance. Active enhancement approaches ([26], [37]-[38]) that also
target {S*} variables are also of technological importance – particularly as an “add on” to

passive approaches. It is there new technological approaches to enhancement – and
addressing of new critical heat flux (CHF) issues related addressing of new critical heat
flux (CHF) issues ([39-42) related to new instability mechanisms [7] – both are indicated
in Figure 2.3, by curves I1-(ii) and I2-(ii) off the regular curve-(ii).
For steady flow boiling situation in Figures 2.1 - 2.2(a), if one allows for the impact of duct
orientation with respect to the gravitational acceleration vector 𝑔𝑔⃑ - with its x and y
components denoted by g x and g y - the key variables that affect local HTC hx values can

be inferred. The inference follows from above-described discussions with regard to the
significant role of {S ∗ } variables that affect hear-carrying mechanism associated with

nucleating bubbles at the boiling-surface along with experiences/solutions of rather well
known governing equations. ([6-8]) that each phase (L or V) must satisfy in its interior and
at their “interior” L-V interfaces. Based on their knowledge, the definition of hx in the

Equation (2.1) - and a given “method of heating (θw (x) or Ψq (x))” over 0 ≤ x ≤ L - the

following primary functional dependence of hx on key controlling/ affecting variables are:
� or q� "w ; Ψq (x) or θw (x); {S ∗ }; ρL , ρV , μL , μV , CpL , K L , hfg , σ, g x , g y �
hx ≅ hx �x, G, Dh , ∆T
� or q� "w ; {S ∗ }; ρL , ρV , μL , μV , CpL , K L , hfg , σ, g x , g y �
≅ hx �X(x), G, Dh , ∆T

(2.14)

In Equation (2.14), the simplification in the second equality arises from the fact that
“method of heating” - which has a more direct impact on spatial variation of heat-flux and
temperature through Ψq (x) and θw (x) respectively - typically affects hx more weakly (see

[7] and later results). Also, a replacement for distance x with quality X, as noted in the
second equation of Equation (2.14), follows common practices in developing correlation based on experimental data obtained over suitable parameter space. Utilize the
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Nux definition given in Equation (2.10). Various ways exist for obtaining and listing non-

dimensionalized variables on which Nux depends. They are all, however, equivalent to the

following non-dimensionalized form obtained by using Pi-theorem [43]):
Nux = Nux (X(x), ReT , Ja or Bl, PrL , We, Frx−2 , Fry−2 ,

ρV μv
∗
})
, ; {Snd
ρL μL

(2.15)

∗
In Equation (2.15), for 0 ≤ x ≤ L, {Snd
} represents suitable non-dimensional measures of

nucleation controlling parameters {S ∗ }, ReT ≡ G ∗
hfg , PrL ≡
2.2.3

μL CpL
KL

, Frx−2 ≡ g x .

Dh |F
U2

, Fry−2 ≡ g y .

Dh |F
U2

Dh |F
μV

q� "
�
, Ja = CPL ∗ ∆T�h or Bl = w�G ∗
fg

, and We ≡ ρL U 2 Dh |F /σ.

Correlation, 1-D Governing Equations, and Other Modelling Knowledge

Different types of correlations for local (at location “x”) values of variables such as HTC
hx , qualify X(x), void fraction ϵ(x) non-dimensionalized Versions of frictional pressure

gradient, flow regime maps’ boundaries, etc. exist for steady flow boiling (Figure 2.1 2.2), and - with the help of one-dimensional (1-D) balance laws for mass, momentum, and
energy - they are often synthesized with information on similar variables (except hx ) for

corresponding adiabatic two-phase flows) see Figure 2.4 where mass flux G, quality X,
and hydraulic diameter Dh are the same.
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Figure 2-4 The schematic of a channel/tube flow’s control-volume between “x” and “x +
∆x". The heat-flux arrows, as shown, are positive for boiling. The hydraulic diameter is

Dh , perimeter in P, the heated perimeter is PH , and cross-sectional area in A.

2.2.3.1 HTC correlation for 𝐡𝐡𝐱𝐱 or 𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐱𝐱 and 1-D Balance laws of Mass and Energy
Yield Quality X(x) variation.

Known Nux correlation ([7], [11-12], [12-15]) of the type (or approximately equivalent to)

given in Equation (2.15) combined with 1-D mass and momentum balances for the controlvolume (of width “∆x” shown in Figure 2.4. Recall that 1-D mass balance states:
Ṁ L (x) + Ṁ V (x) = Ṁ in ≡ G. A

(2.16)

Furthermore 1-D energy balance states:

dX(x) hx . ∆Tw (x). PH
=
,0 ≤ k ≤ L
dx
G. A ∗ hfg

(2.17)

Numerical integration of Equation (2.17), with known hx = hx (x, … ) and knowledge of

an initial condition yields thermodynamic quality X’s variation with the distance “x”.
Various non-dimensional used versions of Equation (2.17) - suitable for different types of
numerical integration depending on what is known about “method of heating” and nature
of available hx correlations are discussed in [7]. The proximity, at any x, of thermodynamic

quality X(x) to the mass quality X(x) ≡

Ṁ V (x)
�̇
depends on how accurately
Min

experimental condition approximate saturated all liquid condition at boiling phase-change
occurring over x > x ∗ .
2.2.3.2

Void-fraction, Flow regime Maps, and Momentum balance for a

differential control-volume.
Before writing the momentum balance for the control-volume (of width “∆x”) shown in
Figure 2.4, the following notations are introduced. Let AV (x) and AV (x) respectively
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represent parts of cross-sectional area A(≡ AL (x) + AV (x)) that are occupied by the liquid
and vapor phases (their time average values for the steady flows in Figure 2.1 and 2.2(a)).
Let the corresponding vapor and liquid parts of the perimeter P be denoted as

PV and PL with P ≡ PV + PL . The void-fraction ϵ(x) at any known x in Figure 2.4 where

quality is X(x), is given by:

ϵ(x) ≡

AV (x). ∆x Av (x)
=
A. ∆x
A

(2.18)

The local void-fraction in Figure 2.4 is often considered “similar” to the corresponding
adiabatic flows void-fraction in Figure 2.4. Because of this, various correlations in the form
of ϵ = ϵ (X, non-dimensionalized fluid properties) are widely reported. The approximation

assumes that, if Ṁ int (Phase Change rates in kg/s over ∆x in Figure 2.4) is much smaller
than Ṁ L (x) and Ṁ V (x), then the local correspondence between flow-boiling and adiabatic
flows should hold.

However, flow-regime maps (see [7], [11-12], etc.) demarcate boundaries between various
flow regimes which represent the signature of instabilities that dictate various liquid-vapor
configuration - and such boundaries are often different between flow-boiling and adiabatic
flows. This is because the cumulative effects of

dṀ int�
∆Ṁ int�
∆x > 0, as an
dx ≅

integration from x = x ∗ (where X(x ∗ ) ≅ U) to a location of interest x(> x ∗ ), cannot be

ignored. As a result of this observation, the papers ([1]-[3]) and the thesis recommend that

use of void-fraction correlation ([5], [42-45]) for ϵ(x) should be subjected to “supplied
boundary conditions” from flow-boiling experiments.

For example, by “supplied boundary condition” for a location x = x # , where x # is a
location in the steady annular regimes of flow-boiling in Figure 2.1 or 2.2(a), should assert

the knowledge of the flow-regime at x = x # and the associated quality X(x # ) as well as the

void-fraction 𝜖𝜖 ∗ ≡ 𝜖𝜖(𝑋𝑋(x # )). For steady annular flows in Figure 2.4, if the ducts
correspond to a horizontal 2-D channel formed by two plates (with the boiling-surface
being the lower one) of gap h and width w, an assertion of annularity at x = x # implies:
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#

AV (x # ) �h − ∆(x )�. w
∆(x # )
ϵ =
≅
≅
1
−
A(x # )
h. w
h
#

(2.19)

Therefore, use of ϵ(x) correlation ([44]-[48]) should be supplemented with experimental

knowledge of annularity at x = x # as well as an estimate of ϵ# (i.e. ∆x # ) in Equation (2.19).
2.2.3.3 One Dimensional Pressure Drop Models

Momentum balance for the differential control-volume in Figure 2.4 can be written - with
the assumption of uniform pressures at “x” and “x + ∆x” - as (see [7], [11], etc.):
�
Where

∂p
∂p
∂p
∂p
� = �− � + �− � + �− �
∂x
∂x fric
∂x g
∂x acc

�−

∂p
d X(x)2 (1 − X(x))2
� = G2 �
+
�
∂x acc
dx ρV. ϵ ρL ∗ (1 − ϵ)

�−

∂p
� = [ϵ ρV + (1 − ϵ)ρL ]. g sinΨ
∂x g
∂p

(2.20)

(2.21)
(2.22)

And non-dimensional correlated forms-based estimates of �− ∂x �
�−

∂p
1
� ≡ [τwv ∗ PV + τwl ∗ PL ]
∂x fric A

fric

(2.23)

Are available in the literature (see [7]). These correlations can be used through the assumed
modeling correspondence between “local” flow-boiling condition and adiabatic flows -as
discussed for Figure 2.4.
Use of integrated form of the momentum balance in Equation (2.20) with experimentally
measured values of ∆PL in Figure 2.4, requires that the following be satisfied:
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L

L

∂p
∂p
∂p
∆pL = � �− � . dx + � �− � . dx + �− � . dx
∂x fric
∂x g
∂x acc
0

0

(2.24)

≡ (∆p)fric + (∆p)g + (∆p)acc

Use of experimental measured ∆pL in Equation (2.24) along with X(x) estimates from

Equation (2.17), void-fraction estimates from Equation (2.19), and correlation for non∂p

dimensional values of � ∂x �

fric

and void fraction correlation ∈ (x) can provide for good and

consistent 1-D estimates for the engineering design variable of interest.
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3

Brief Outline of Experimental and Data Processing/

Simulation Approaches and Their Implementations
Results from steady high heat-flux (15-70 W/cm2, with water as working fluid) shear
driven annular flow-boiling experiments presented here required planning and
implementation for: (i) experimental test-section, (ii) experimental flow-loop and its
control, (iii) data acquisition of measured variables, (iv) simulation experiments synthesis
for estimating the values of indirectly measured variables, and (v) assessment of
uncertainties associated with directly and indirectly measured variables. These are
described below in various sub-section - with their additional details given in referenced
Appendices.

Experimental Test-section and Acquired Data
The results reported here are experiments done in horizontal rectangular cross-section
channel of height 5 mm and width 10 mm with the length being 14 cm in the direction of
water flow (see Figure 3.1). Non-zero inlet quality (between 0.4 - 0.7) arranged by
introducing, at the inlet, separate flows of nearly saturated water and steam (Liquid &
Vapor phases) -at mass flow rates consistent with imposed heat-fluxes - ensure annularity
over the entire length of the horizontal boiling surface at the bottom of the test section.

APT-1
Vapor
Inlet

Vapor Exit

Separator Plate

1 mm
Liquid
Inlet

APT-2

DPT

X*

5 mm

Specially Designed Heaters

L*

Liquid Exit

140 mm
*Width: 10 mm
Figure 3-1 A lateral section schematic of the experimental flow channel is shown. The
length of the flow channel is 0 < x < 14 cm and total mass flux into the channel is in the
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range: 100 < G < 200

kg
�(m2 . s). Inlet quality Xin is arranged to be in the range 0.4 <

Xin < 0.75. In the figure, x* indicates the approximate location downstream of the inlet

where bulk mean temperature approaches saturation temperature and nucleate-boiling

contribution start within annular flow-regimes. The location L* near the outlet is where
flow-boiling ends and stagnation-zone begins. The x* and L* values change slightly for
different test cases, slightly changing the actual heated length of interest: x ∗ < x < L∗ .

Before reaching the milestone leading to the data reported in Tables 1-2 and Figure 3.2(a),
analysis based understanding was used to modify and improve the working hardware to a
point where results were validated and made consistent with the supporting theory and
computational results. For the current hardware arrangement, the location L* near the outlet
in Figure 3.1 is a location up to which (x ≤ L∗ ) the upstream flow can determine by itself
the needed exit condition (i.e. information primarily flows from upstream to downstream

locations). But between location L* and the stagnation-chamber (including its walls and

exit ports), the flows has recirculation and is likely affected by both upstream and
downstream conditions - which is, in the language of flow-simulation, an “elliptic” zone.
Once this physics fact was clearly understood and established, separate vapor and liquid
flows through the Figure 3.1 ports marked, respectively, vapor exit on the top and liquid
exit on the bottom were maintained with the same control .This was accomplished by
ensuring that the existing liquid flow rate in Figure 3.1 was controlled and kept at a value
that was consistent with the overall energy balance for the test-section. This liquid exit
flow rate control on LabVIEW required a Coriolis meter and a controllable pump further
downstream of the existing liquid port in Figure 3.1. This control helped in two ways: (i) a
test-section re-design where existing liquid and vapor are separated in a different chamber
downstream of the test-section exit, and (ii) an ability to separate heat-transfer related
phase-change effects from the predominantly adiabatic liquid entrainment effects (for some
cases involving misty annular flows).
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Table 1-A Selected Flow Variables from a Set of Steady Run Cases Whose “Method of Heating” is Defined by Function in Figure 3.2(a)

DATA SET - 1
Case
abs error (δx)
Max relative error
(δx/x)
% relative error

Pin

3.50

Pout

3.50

∆P
0.57

Ṁ Lin

Ṁ Vin

Ṁ Lout

Ṁ Vout

0.00247 0.023 0.00206 0.0232

TSat(P0 )
0.83

�W
T

0.53

0.0329 0.0352 0.0103 0.0010 0.0050 0.0010 0.0058 0.0082 0.0048

0.98

Ṁ Total

0.0231

0.972

0.0047 0.0055 1.0567

0.1113

0.0039

0.0069

0.0063 0.007

∆T

G

Xin

Xout

q� ′′W

0.0150

±3.29% ±3.52% ±1.03% ±0.10% ±0.50% ±0.10% ±0.58% ±0.82% ±0.48% ±11.13% ±0.39% ±0.69% ±0.63% ±0.7% ±2.98%

Unit

[kPa]

[kPa]

[kPa]

[g/s]

[g/s]

[g/s]

[g/s]

1

106.5

99.4

7.1

1.54

4.54

1.28

4.8

2

109.6

102

7.6

1.72

4.58

1.4

3

111.5

104.2

7.3

1.82

4.25

4

113.8

106.5

7.4

2.22

5

118

110.3

7.6

6

119.1

111.5

7

120.6

Min
Max

[°C]

2

2

[°C]

[g/s]

[kg/s/m ]

-

-

[W/cm ]

101.37 110.84

9.46

6.08

121.73

0.75

0.79

21.16

4.9

102.19 118.98

16.78

6.3

126.11

0.72

0.77

32.81

1.42

4.65

102.68 123.43

20.75

6.07

121.52

0.7

0.76

40

3.69

1.89

4.02

103.28 123.97

20.7

5.91

118.27

0.62

0.68

42.83

2.26

4.56

1.87

4.95

104.3

127.97

23.67

6.82

136.57

0.67

0.72

47.6

7.7

2.47

4.36

2.06

4.77

104.58 127.68

23.1

6.83

136.72

0.64

0.7

46.96

113

7.6

2.47

4.6

2.06

5

104.94

131.8

26.85

7.07

141.38

0.65

0.71

57.26

106.5

99.4

7.1

1.54

3.69

1.28

4.02

101.37 110.84

9.46

5.91

118.27

0.62

0.68

21.16

120.6

113

7.7

2.47

4.6

2.06

5

104.94

26.85

7.07

141.38

0.75

0.79

57.26
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[°C]

131.8

Table 1-B Selected Flow Variables from a Set of Steady Run Cases Whose “Method of Heating” is Defined by Function in Figure 3(b)

abs error
Max relative
error

h�

2545.23

����
Nu

Xin

ReLin

ReVin

ReTotal

Ja

PrL

ρV /ρL

25.71 0.0059174 39.69 1649.08 2451.21 0.006817 0.0357 0.0000104 0.0006350

±11.42% ±11.86% ±0.79% ±3.39% ±3.39% ±3.30% ±11.22% ±1.73% ±1.41%
2

μV /μL

Unit

[W/m .°C]

-

-

-

-

-

8

22284

216.82

0.75

614

48354

64757

9

24334

236.65

0.72

734.89 48645

10

23206

225.62

0.7

11

24968

242.67

12

25269

13

-

-

±1.41% ±11.42% ±11.86%
-

-

0.01981 2.0613 0.000654

0.0374

11.421

0.1185

66903

0.04743

1.92

0.000672

0.0403

-

-

45171

64484

0.06076

1.97

0.000683

0.0392

4.976

0.0507

0.62

1039.5 39217

62768

0.04066

1.75

0.000697

0.0441

-

-

245.73

0.67

1054.5 48141

72046

0.04574

1.76

0.000722

0.0441

-

-

24859

241.44

0.64

1170.8 46061

72128

0.04322

1.73

0.000728

0.0449

4.376

0.0448

14

26417

256.52

0.6495

1170.4 48289

74348

0.04983

1.73

0.000737

0.0449

3.255

0.0340

Max

26417

256.52

0.75

1170.8 48645

74348

0.06076 2.0613 0.000737

0.0449

11.421

0.1186
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����/Nu
���� hx
δNu

-

758

-

δh� /h�

-

See to figure 4.1

Case

DATA SET – 2
Table 2-A Calculated Parameters for Corresponding Case-Specific Values in Table 1-A.
Ṁ Lout

0.00237 0.015 0.00198

Ṁ Vout

0.0153

TSat(P0 )

Max relative error (δx/x) 0.0318 0.0322 0.0103 0.0010 0.0050 0.0010

0.0053

0.0082 0.0076 0.0586 0.0037

0.53%

Case
abs error (δx)
% relative error

Pin

3.50

Pout

3.50

∆P
0.57

Ṁ Lin

Ṁ Vin

±3.18% ±3.22% ±1.03% 0.10% 0.50% 0.10%

Unit

[kPa]

[kPa]

[kPa]

[g/s]

[g/s]

[g/s]

[g/s]

1

109.9

108.81

1.1

1.55

2.55

1.18

2.92

2

111.39 110.58

0.8

1.88

2.51

1.51

3

113.49 112.69

0.8

1.91

2.66

4

114.27 113.73 0.5342

2.158

5

118.3

116.78

1.51

6

119.21 117.71

7

122.58

Min

109.9

Max

122.58

121

∆T

Ṁ Total

G

q� ′′W

Xin

Xout

1.0567

0.0062

0.0065

0.0150

±0.82% ±0.76% ±5.86% ±0.37% ±0.83% ±0.62% ±0.65%

±3.03%

0.83

0.0151 0.72390 0.00386 0.00460
0.0068
2

2

[kg/s/m ]

-

-

[W/cm ]

102.12 118.93

16.81

4.11

82.21

0.622

0.711

32.7

2.88

102.54 124.16

21.62

4.39

87.91

0.573

0.655

39.85

1.5

3.07

103.08 127.94

24.86

4.57

91.48

0.582

0.671

48.88

2.78

1.83

3.11

103.31 128.14

24.83

4.93

98.77

0.563

0.629

48.04

2.16

2.87

1.82

3.21

104.58 131.77

27.19

5.03

100.67

0.571

0.638

53.39

1.51

2.37

2.92

1.94

3.5

104.41 132.46

28.05

5.29

105.92

0.551

0.632

57.28

1.65

2.35

3

1.98

3.37

105.2

136.36

31.16

5.35

107.14

0.561

0.629

65.7

1.55

2.51

1.18

2.88

102.12 118.93

16.81

4.11

82.21

0.551

0.629

32.7

2.37

3

1.98

3.5

105.2

31.16

5.35

107.14

0.622

0.711

65.7

37

[°C]

0.98

[g/s]

1.65

[°C]

0.9

[°C]

108.81 0.5342
121

�W
T

136.36

Table 2-B Calculated Parameters for Corresponding Case-Specific Values in Table 1-B.

abs error
Max relative
error

h�

2545.23

����
Nu

Xin

ReLin

ReVin ReTotal

Ja

μV /μL

±1.73%

±1.41%

±1.41% ±11.42% ±11.86%

-

-

-

-

-

-

26.27 0.0048917 39.26 1066.06 1847.7 0.0042289 0.0316965 0.0000106 0.0006661

-

-

-

����/Nu
���� hx
δNu

ρV /ρL

±11.42% ±11.86% ±0.79% ±3.39% ±3.39% ±3.30% ±7.42%
2

δh� /h�

PrL

-

-

Unit

[W/m .°C]

-

-

8

22166

215.56

0.62

740.45 27036 43466

0.03017

1.72

0.000674

0.0451

0.0687

0.0758

9

20915

203.36

0.57

849.35 26375 46234

0.03874

1.83

0.000683

0.0427

0.0760

0.0824

10

22164

215.43

0.58

869.46 28016 48088

0.04533

1.8017

0.000695

0.0433

0.0544

0.0631

11

21917

213.01

0.563

1035.7 29236 51931

0.04531

1.71

0.0007

0.0456

0.0588

0.0668

12

21914

212.87

0.571

1045.2 30251 52958

0.05152

1.7

0.000723

0.046

0.0496

0.0590

13

23120

224.55

0.55

1155.3 30720 55717

0.05108

1.687

0.000729

0.0462

0.0714

0.0782

14

22750

220.87

0.53

1158.1 31447 56043

0.057

1.665

0.000748

0.0471

0.0714

0.0782

Max

23120

224.55

0.62

1158.1 31447 56043

0.057

1.83

0.000748

0.0471

0.0760

0.0824
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---

Case

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 3-2: The dotted bold line in the figures above represents the non-uniform “method
of heating.” (a) θw (x) as defined in section-2. Within ± 5 %, the θw (x) curves in
application to all the data acquired and reported in Tables 1-2. (b) Ψq (x) as defined in

section-2. Within ± 5 %, the Ψq (x) curve is applicable to all the data acquired and

reported in Tables 1-2. (c) ΔT Wall Superheat range over ±10% of average ΔT for all data
sets in Tables 1-2.

The data reported in Tables 1-2 cover, respectively, the following range of raw and nondimensionless data
For Table-1

Raw Data Range
100

kg
kg
�(m2 − s) ≤ G ≤ 200 �(m2 − s) ;

10 W�cm2 ≤ q� "w ≤ 80 W�cm2 ;

40

106.5 kPa ≤ p0 ≤ 121 kPa

Non-dimensional Data Range
0.65 ≤ Xin ≤ 0.75

613.43 ≤ ReL−in ≤ 1169.43 (Laminar Liquid Flow)
48253 ≤ ReV−in ≤ 48317
ρ
0.000654 ≤ V�ρL ≤ 0.000737

For Table-2

0.01981 ≤ Ja ≤ 0.06076

1.74 ≤ PrL ≤ 2.06
μ
0.0374 ≤ V�μL ≤ 0.0494

64705 ≤ ReTotal ≤ 74288

Raw Data Range
82

kg
kg
�(m2 − s) ≤ G ≤ 107 �(m2 − s) ;

38 W�cm2 ≤ q� "w ≤ 77 W�cm2 ;

109.9 kPa ≤ p0 ≤ 122.5 kPa
Non-dimensional Data Range
0.55 ≤ Xin ≤ 0.62

0.03017 ≤ Ja ≤ 0.057

26375 ≤ ReV−in ≤ 31447
ρ
0.000674 ≤ V�ρL ≤ 0.000748

43466 ≤ ReTotal ≤ 56043

1.665 ≤ PrL ≤ 1.83
μ
0.0427 ≤ V�μL ≤ 0.0471

740 ≤ ReL−in ≤ 1158

The data set in Table 2 involve smaller vapor velocities and mass flux G relative to the
range covered in Table 1.
In a sense, the data in Table 1-2, since they both correspond to the some “method of
heating” (see Figure 3.2) with a slightly different focus on mean-flux G range of variations
can be combined to say that the reported experiments cover the following data-set:
Raw Data Range
82

kg
kg
�(m2 − s) ≤ G ≤ 200 �(m2 − s) ;

10 W�cm2 ≤ q� "w ≤ 80 W�cm2 ;

41

106.5 kPa ≤ p0 ≤ 122.5 kPa
Non-dimensional Data Range
0.55 ≤ Xin ≤ 0.75

613.43 ≤ ReL−in ≤ 1169.43

26375 ≤ ReV−in ≤ 48317
ρ
0.000654 ≤ V�ρL ≤ 0.000748
0.01981 ≤ Ja ≤ 0.06076

1.665 ≤ PrL ≤ 2.06
μ
0.0374 ≤ V�μL ≤ 0.0494

43466 ≤ ReTotal ≤ 74288

The details of the hardware for the test-section in Figure 3.1 involve careful considerations

of the flow-channel (made of copper), its housing (made of stainless steel), placement of
various sensors, arrangement and design of the 3 heaters, a transparent top (sight glass),
and flow inlet to the housing (with a separator plate). These details are described in section
A.1 of Appendix A.
The test-section in Figure 3.1 is divided into three region: (i) Inlet (0 ≤ x ≤ x ∗ ) where

incoming sub-cooled (about 1-2 °C below saturated temperature) liquid flow becomes
approximately saturated, (ii) The annular regime saturated flow-boiling (x ∗ ≤ x ≤ L∗ ), and

(iii) The exit zone (x ≥ L∗ ). The length x ∗ is typically quite small because of the large heat-

fluxes imposed on the boiling-surface and is approximately given by:
x∗ ≅

Ṁ 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ CpL ∗ (Tsat (p0 ) − Tin )
q"w |in−av ∗ w

(3.1)

Where Tin the liquid temperature is the inlet, w is the channel width, and q"w |in−av is the
approximate average heat-flux in the inlet zone. Actual estimates of x ∗ and L∗ are best

obtained by obtaining x-variations of the local 1-D HTC hx (see discussion in section 3.3.2).

The wattage driving the heaters in Figure 3.1 - as described in section A.1 of Appendix-A
42

-is feedback controlled to maintain prescribed constant temperature on top of the heater
blocks. This keeps the average boiling-surface temperatures values limited to a safe range
of 5 ℃ ≤ ∆𝑇𝑇� ≤ 30 ℃ and also avoids critical heat-flux issues. This safe arrangements
leads to a non-uniform “method of heating” reported in Figure 3.2.

The test-section in Figure 3.1 also records two absolute pressures (through transducers
APT-1 and APT-2) and a (DPT). The locations of the tap differential pressure in Figure 3.1
are sufficiently close to the inlet and the exit - and can be assumed to approximately
correspond to x ≅ x ∗ and x ≅ L∗ .

Experimental Flow-loop and its Operations and Controls

Procedure
The test-section in Figure 3.1 is located in the flow-loop shown in Figure 3.3. The
photograph of the main parts of the flow-loop hardware associated with Figure 3.3 is shown
in Figure 3.4.
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pin

Sight Glass

Vapor Flow

Condenser

ML-out

Test Section
Resistive Heater Blocks
Inline Heater

Controllable
Displacement Pump, P3

L/V
Separator

MV-in
ML-in
Controllable
Displacement Pump, P2

Superheater

V7 Check Valve
Filter

V1

Liquid Flow

V3

V5

Controllable Power &
Temperature

V4

V6
Steam
Generator

Controllable
Displacement Pump, P1

KEY

Vapor Flow

Coriolis Flow Meter

Absolute
Pressure Sensor

Liquid Flow

Controllable
Displacement Pump

Differential
Pressure Sensor

Figure 3-3 Flow loop details and components
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Cooling Water

Needle Valve

Figure 3-4 The flow loop test stand and equipment
Required separate flows of vapor and liquid enter the test-section in Figure 3.3 at desired
mass flow rates (defining inlet flow quality), pressure and temperature. Pump P1 is a rotary
vane manual speed control pump which supplies, approximately, the necessary mass flow
rate to keep the steam generator liquid supply at the desired level. Pumps P2 (gear pump)
and P3 (peristaltic pump) are computer controlled variable speed pumps. Pump P2, along
with the “Inline Heater” in Figure 3.3’s liquid line, supplies slightly subcooled (by 2-3 °C
and is considered “close to saturated”) liquid to the test-section inlet (underneath the splitter
plate) at a desired mass flow rate. Pump P3 at the exit of the test-section is for further
adjusting the outlet liquid mass flow rate and keeping it compatible with the liquid boiling
rate (based on estimates of the total heat input that goes towards phase-change) in the test
section. A total of three Coriolis Flow Meters (CFM), one flow-meter each at liquid and
vapor inlets, and one at the liquid outlet - give the mass balance estimate (under steady
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operating conditions) of the exiting vapor flow rate. Steam Generator is responsible for
supplying the desired vapor flow rate to the test section. LabVIEW program controls the
heater inside the steam generator through pulse-width-modulation to supply-power – this
also helps keep the exiting steam at desired temperature and pressure. A thermocouple and
an absolute pressure transducer are installed within the steam generator – and they allow
continuous monitoring of the temperature and pressure values of the exiting steam. Inside
the “Superheater” shown on the exiting steam line (downstream of the Steam Generator)
in Figure 3.3, there are two heaters (one immersion type within the tube and one resistive
type surrounding the tube) that are installed. These are PID controlled heaters which make
sure the vapor is superheated by 2-3 °C before it enters the test-section near the desired
value of inlet pressure. The condenser is a shell and tube counter flow heat exchanger which
condenses the outlet vapor from the test section back into a liquid – this cooling of the
condenser is done by cold water supply (labeled as “Cooling Water” in Figure 3.3). A
Liquid-Vapor separator (L/V separator) after the condenser ensures an all liquid exit (and
allows for condensing into liquid any remaining vapor). Further details about the hardware
are described in of Appendix-A. National instrument hardware, and a desktop PC as
described in of Appendix-A, are the hardware used for data acquisition. LabVIEW (version
2016-32bit) software is implemented to control (send a signal) and acquire (receive signal)
data through the hardware and sensors. Further details of instrumentation, experimental
hardware, software and accuracies are also available in Appendix-A.
3.2.1

Procedure and Operations

Before starting the system up, the setup is purged to a low vacuum pressure (about 1 kPa
absolute) - to make sure that, initially, most of the non-condensable gases are out of the
loop. Then steam generator is started up to create steam flow across the whole flow-loop.
This gradually increases the system pressure and temperature. At the same time, pumps
start feeding liquid water to the steam generator to avoid any dry-out in that component.
When the system pressure surpasses the atmospheric pressure, the system is pressurepurged several times to makes sure the system is more or less completely out of non46

condensable (a fact ascertained by the fact that inventory temperature and pressure values
in the Steam Generator are consistent with saturation table for water). When both liquid
and vapor flows into the test-section are established, the test-section heaters are gradually
turned on to start boiling off the liquid in the two-phase flow channel. When both testsection (including its heaters) and flow-loop are operating at steady-in-the-mean
conditions, data for specific test cases are acquired. Each steady test case run is for about
10 minutes, during which it is made sure (through all the sensed data) that the test section
and the flow-loop are operating steadily. For each case, flow rates, pressures, temperatures,
and heat flow rates are adjusted at a specific desired value.
To achieve the steady-in-the-mean operations, pump P1 sucks the liquid from the
Liquid/Vapor separator after the condenser and from the liquid line after the valve V4 and
feeds the liquid into the steam generator. Vapor exiting the steam generator goes to the
test-section inlet above the separator plate shown in Figure 3.3. Gear pump P2 supplies the
test-section with inlet liquid at the desired flow rate, which is coming from a combination
of the test section outlet and Liquid/Vapor separator. This liquid goes underneath the
separator plate installed at the inlet of the test-section. There is a filter installed before
pump P3 to prohibit any particle from going into the gear pump P2 or the test-section. The
liquid in the test-section does not completely boil off, so peristaltic pump P3 is used to
adjust the liquid outlet flow rate after the stagnation chamber - at the outlet of test-section
(see Figure 3.3) – implemented in a way that no vapor is allowed into the liquid line out of
the stagnation chamber and liquid is not allowed into the vapor exit line. There are several
flow visualization sigh-glasses installed at critical locations of the flow-loop to visually
make sure that at the desired location the flow is fully liquid or vapor, as per requirements
of the operations. The flow visualization sight-glasses are installed at: 1- inlet of the steam
generator (to ascertain and ensure only liquid flow is being fed to the generator). 2- liquid
outlet of the test sections stagnation chamber (this is to make sure that only the liquid phase
is coming out of that line). 3- vapor outlet of the test section’s stagnation chamber (this is
to verify that there is no liquid going out through that line). 4 - before the gear pump P2 to
make sure that only liquid is continuously supplied into the gear pump.
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It suffices to note here that, besides dedicated PID controls for the Steam Generator, Inline
Heater, and Superheater (which includes inlet pressure p0) in Figure 3.3, the principle PID
controls are for the mass flow rates Ṁ L−in , Ṁ V−in , and Ṁ L−out as per discussions above.

Further details for this section are described in Appendix-A.

The reported data in Tables 1- 2 are for the set of experimental runs for which it was

visually verified (pictures/operations from the transparent top) that the flow was annular
(or misty annular) over the length of interest: x ∗ < x < L∗ .

Description of Acquired and Processed Data

The acquired and processed data resulting from basic data analyses are reported in Tables
1 (A-B) and 2 (A-B). In the Tables, different case numbers characterize different
experimental runs. Each set of data indicates an approximately unique set of experimental
conditions that were at steady state for at least about 60 minutes. Over this duration, realtime monitoring made sure that all sensed values of system variables (consisting of the test
section and the flow-loop) were nearly steady. Furthermore, the saturation conditions
corresponds to pure liquid./vapor of water with negligible non-condensable air. This was
ensured by start-up (system purged to close perfect vacuum) and pressure purging
processes followed by test for saturation condition attainments in the stagnant zones of the
flow-loop (steam generator and L/V separator in figure 3-3). Within this duration, for 10
minutes, all the sensors’ data (temperatures, pressures, flow rates, pump speeds, heat
fluxes, heater powers, etc.) were acquired and saved at a sampling rate of 100 Hz (100
samples per second). Subsequent steady and dynamic data analyses use these saved data.
Three types of data fall into two categories. One category consists of directly measured
variables (such as some listed in the headers of Tables 1-A and 2-A and some not listed
there but still needed for obtaining the values of many computed variables – such as the
ones reported in Tables 1B and 2B). The other category consists of a computed variable –
which are of two types. One type of computed variable arises from explicit formulas that
utilize values of measured or known variables. The second type of computed variables are
obtained here from ANSYS Fluent based computational solutions (of partial differential
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equations) – e.g. local values of Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) hx and overall average
HTC (h) - which employ experimentally measured variables as boundary conditions.
3.3.1

Simulations based on synthesis with experimental data

This section describes the modeling/simulations approach implemented, with the help of
ANSYS Fluent software version 2018, to obtain local x-dependent values of Heat Transfer
Coefficient (HTC) hx that arise from one-dimensional width-averaged modeling of annular
flow-boiling depicted in Figure 3.7 (a).
The simulation tool uses a 3-D conjugate conduction-convection analysis for the entire
flow-system (see schematic in Figure 3.5 where dashed and dotted lines represent system
boundary). In addition, separate conduction-convection analyses are implemented on
Ansys-Fluent for each of the three cartridge heaters (see a schematic of a representative
cartridge heater in Figure 3.6 a and b). The entire system consists of a copper channel (see
Figures. 3.5, and its schematic is Figure3.7 (a)), three heater cartridges, and the enclosure
(divided, for analyses’ convenience, into top and bottom parts). The top part of the
enclosure is made of steel housing (with a transparent sapphire top) that encloses the sides
and the top of the channel (the dashed line in Figure 3.5 is its boundary). The bottom part
of the enclosure is made of the cartridge heaters and some exposed part of the channel’s
bottom (the boundary of this bottom part of the enclosure is marked by the bottom line in
Figure 3.5). With the help of Figure 3.8, which is a schematic of the heated boiling-plate
(that constitutes the horizontal bottom of the channel in Figure 3.7(b)), the essential ideas
underlying the conjugate analyses – which yield the sought for local values of hx – are
discussed next.
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Top enclosure boundary
Bottom enclosure boundary
.

_
htc, Tsurr

Qloss-top casing: Heat transferred to Tsurr
.
Q boiling surface

_
htc, Tsurr

_
htc, Tsurr

hx, Tsat(Po)
Copper channel
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Rtc-1

_
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_
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_
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HB-1

q″HB-1-cartridge

Rtc-3

HB-2

q″HB-2-cartridge

HB-3

q″HB-3-cartridge

Figure 3-5 Entire flow-system geometry - with marked variables that are defined in this
section and in section A.3 of Appendix-A. The view is of a vertical plane cross-section
that is parallel to the length of the channel and goes through the middle of the channelwidth.
q″HB-i-top

q″HB-i-top
. THB – i (i = 1:4)
Q HB – i – to – CB

.
Q HB – i – to – CB

_
h HB – i, Tsurr

.
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.
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h HB – i, Tsurr
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q″HB-i-cartridge

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-6 (a) The side view of a representative heater block cartridge i (i = 1 to 3) with
the depiction of utilized boundary conditions. (b) The isometric view of the same
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Segmented Boiling Surface

(a)
Gray area except the gaps 1 to 4 mates with test
section housing and not the part of bottom enclosure
HB-1-TS

HB-1-US

a2

HB-1
HB-1-TS

b4

b2

c3
c1

g1: gap 1

d4

HB-2-TS

HB-1,2IS

HB-2

d2

HB-3-TS

HB-2,3IS

HB-2-TS

e1

g3: gap 3

g2: gap 2

e3

HB-3

f1

HB-3-DS

HB-3-TS

g4: gap 4

(b)
Figure 3-7 (a) The copper channel hardware’s top – with groove forming the channel.
The boiling-surface on the bottom of the groove in this picture experiences convection
thermal boundary condition shown in Figure 3.8. This means for the top surface in Figure
3-8 Tsat(p0) and hx has to be supplied. The remaining three surfaces in the groove of this
picture are adequately modeled as adiabatic or known surface-temperature ones. (b) The
copper channel hardware’s bottom surface (red and peach color) is shown with marked
surfaces of interest that are used for heat-flux calculations. Red circles represent
measured temperatures.
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q”w(x) ≡ hx*[Tw(x)-Tsat(Po)]
bs: boiling surface

hx, Tsat(Po)
Tside-walls

boiling plate

Tw-cb(x): temperature (cb)

x

cb: channel bottom

q”w-cb(x): heat-flux (cb)

Figure 3-8 A schematic of the boiling-plate underneath the channel groove in Figure 4(a).
Note that the heater cartridges (Figure 3.6) and the complete system (Figure 3.5) have some
known and some unknown thermal boundary conditions that must also factor in obtaining
reasonable modeling estimates of the heat-leakage rates from the top and bottom parts of
the enclosure in Figure 3.5. The modelling/simulations also relate to thermal contact
resistances between the cartridge heaters and the channel-bottom (cb) of the boiling-plate
shown in Figure 3.7 b (marked Rtc1 to Rtc3 in Figure 3.5). It suffices to note here that these
conduction-convection analyses for the heater cartridges (Figure3.6) and the complete
system (Figure 3.5) effectively yield both the channel bottom heat-fluxes and temperatures
denoted, respectively, as q"w−cb (x) and Tw−cb (x)in Figure 3.8. The temperatures at the

two side edges and front and back edges of the boiler-plate in Figure 3.8, representatively
marked as Tside-walls, are also effectively obtained/modeled. The top boiling-surface’s
width-averaged one-dimensional convection boundary condition in Figure 3-8, viz.
q"w (x) ≡ hx . [Tw (x) − Tsat (p0 )] with Tsat (p0 ) known and hx unknown, requires

imposition of a guessed profile for hx. But it is well known that for steady conduction
analysis of the boiler plate in Figure 3.8 (which is part of the system in Figure 3.5), one
only needs one of the two known channel-bottom (cb) thermal boundary conditions of:
heat-flux q"w−cb (x) or temperatures Tw−cb (x) in Figure 3.8. This extra information at

channel bottom is however available (see Appendix B) and this allows us to guess, iterate,

and converge to the correct hx values for the boiling-surface in Figure 3.8. The details of

the simulations and algorithms leading to converged hx values are described in AppendixB.
A sample result for case 7 in Tables 1(A-B) yields the hx versus x curve, as shown in Figure
7 below.
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Figure 3-9 Local HTC hx versus distance curve as obtained for case 7 in Table-1. The
distances x* and L*, as marked above, take into account earlier discussions and estimates
– including the predicted profiles for the boiling-surface temperatures and heat-flux values,
respectively denoted
Appendix-B describes – in greater detail – the simulation procedure and results that
ascertain the boundary conditions in Figure 3.8. The process involves direct use of some
known measured values of temperatures and some measured, but not directly used values
of temperatures. The temperatures that are not used to estimate boundary conditions are
also predicted. And then used indirectly by obtaining certain quantities such as the sum of
the square “errors” of respective differences between the two sets of measured and
predicted temperatures. The algorithm proceeds towards minimizing the “errors.”
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An

agreement (within ±0.5◦C) was achieved between these experimentally measured and
predicted temperatures. Estimated values of certain thermal contact resistances and overall
heat-leakage rates (related to guessed convection coefficients (h� tc, hHB-I, leakage-factor α)

are verified to have approximately the same values for different experimental test runs for
Tables 1 and 2 for any representative choice of Tsat and Tsurr (number choices for Tsat and
Tsurr are guided by representative experimentally measured values; inlet test-section
pressure and saturation tables for Tsat and a single-location surrounding air-temperature for
′′
Tsurr). It should be noted that the accuracy of predicting 𝑞𝑞𝑊𝑊−𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
(𝑥𝑥) and 𝑇𝑇𝑊𝑊−𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 in Figure 3.8

alone are important and inaccuracies in predicting other variables such as hHB-i (i =1 to 3),

htc, α, etc. in Figures 3.5 to 3.6 are of secondary importance as long as those estimations

do not affect the noted boundary conditions in Figure 3.8. Also, the overall heat-flow rate
into the flow-boiling test-section, as obtained by these simulations, are verified to be
consistent with experimental data for inlet and outlet flow rates (as measured by Coriolis
flow meters) and energy balance for flow-boiling. The consistency with supplied heat into
the cartridges arise– by design – from the algorithm that defines heat-flux q''HB-cartridge-i in
Figure 3.5 which acts around the cavities for the heater cartridges. In 3-D energy balance
(implemented on ANSYS, for the test-section and its enclosure in Figure 3.5), the
computed numbers for boiling-surface heat-flux and measured inlet/outlet mass flow rates
are also consistent with the heat inputs for the heater blocks, as measured by power-meters
(watt-meter) and relevant heat-leakage rates. This is further discussed in chapter 4. A
difficult part of the simulation – thanks to the work done by Harsha Sathi for his MEEM
5990 Special Topics course in support of this thesis – involved importing of all the complex
geometry into the ANSYS workbench – from already existing precise 3D CAD models.
ANSYS meshing software is also used to discretize the geometry, edge refinement is
implemented to capture thermal concentration at curvy contact regions and holes, and
solutions are verified to be mesh-size independent.
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Uncertainty Analyses and Uncertainty in Reported Data
As mentioned earlier, this thesis reports four types of data in two categories. And this
section describes a method for ascertaining and reporting the uncertainty in these data.
Measured variables
One category of data consists of directly measured steady time-averaged values of
variables, denoted as a set {Ym-i }i =1 to I (where “i” is an integer – a counting index - for

up to “I” variables). For example, �Ym-1 ≡ Ṁ Lin , Ym-2 ≡ ∆p, Ym-3 ≡ Tempk=k∗ , … �

are some of the variables listed in the headers of Tables 1A and 2A. Here "{Tempk }"
denotes all the measured temperatures described for Figures 3.3 and 3.5 of section 3.3 –

which are used (along with other measurements) in the calculation of boiling-surface

temperatures Tw (x) indicated in Figure 3.8. Note that “m” is not a counting index – it
stands for a measured variable. These also include some measured/ascertained variables
that are not listed in Tables 1-A and 2-A, but are needed for obtaining the values of

many computed variables reported in Tables 1-B and 2-B – e.g., the rate of heating
of a heater block (i = 1 to 3) by a cartridge heater, Q̇ cartridge-heater-i , temperatures

{Tempk } measured at other locations including those shown in Figure 3-3, 3-5 and 3-8.

The saturation temperature Tsat (p0 ) , etc. The total estimated uncertainty in each of these
measured variables – which are independent and uncorrelated to each other – are

denoted as δYm-i . The sensor accuracies, bias (if any), and calibration related

uncertainties associated with δYm-i are denoted as δYm-i |fixed . For thermocouples,

pressure transducers, etc. measurements, in-house calibrations were used (with the

help of thermometers and manometers) to establish or improve upon vendor

ascertained values of δYm-i |fixed . However, for some high-quality calibrations coming
with manufacturer assurance (Coriolis meters, etc.), the recommended calibrations for
δYm-i |fixed were used after simple verifications involving order of magnitude testing.

Some of these fixed uncertainties were estimated in absolute terms, e.g. δTempk |fixed =
±0.5℃, and some in relative terms, e.g. δq"cartridge−heater ⁄q"cartridge−heater ≅ ±0.015.
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The total uncertainty δYm-i consists of δYm-i |fixed plus any statistically random

uncertainty associated with obtaining ten minutes of time-averaged values of variables
Ym-i , and is defined as [2]:

δYm-i ≡ δYm-i |fixed + t 95 ∙ SYm-i

(3.2)

In the equation above, “t 95 ∙ SYm-i " is a standard error (on the mean Ym-i ) multiplied

by a factor. In this expression, typically the factor t 95 relates to a 95% confidence

interval associated, typically, with t-distribution for the data set under consideration

and SYm-i is estimated as standard error – which is standard deviation divided by √N).
For 10 minutes of data at a sampling rate of 100 Hz, N ≅ 6 ∗ 104 , and the distribution
is nearly Gaussian. As a result SYm-i ≅ 0, and:

(3.3)

δYm−i ≅ δYm−i |fixed

for all the measured variables considered here.

The above procedure is used to compute relative uncertainties reported for all the
measured values data in Tables 1-2.
Calculated variables
The other category of data reported here consists of computed variables �Yc-j �
{Yc-1 , Yc-2 , Yc-3 } which are further subdivided into three sets

�Yc2-j �

j =1 to J2

, and �Yc3-j �

j =1 to J3

j =1 to J

�Yc1-j �

≡

j =1 to J1

,

. Here subscript “c” stands for calculated variables

and subscripts “c1-j” to “c3-j” denote the categories (1 to 3) of calculated variables
that are further described below.
Calculated variables of the first type
The first type of computed variables �Yc1-j �

j =1 to J1

, such as �Yc1-1 ≡ ReLin , Yc1-2 ≡

ReVin , Yc1-3 ≡ Xin , … � in Tables 1B-2B of section 2, typically arise from explicit
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formulas that utilize sums of one or more terms named {PYm-i }, where “i” is a counting

index 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼. Each of the terms PYm-i typically utilize one or more measured

variables Ym-i and are in the power law form of the type:
PYm-i = Ym−1

bi−1

∙ Ym−2

bi−2

… Ym−IP

bi−I

IP

= � Ym−k bi−k

(3.4)

k=1

where i = 1 to IP are integers – with “IP” denoting the number of power-law terms – and
{bi-k} (with i = 1 to IP and k = i = 1 to I) being real numbers with zeroes allowed to

accommodate number of Ym−k terms being less than IP. Recall that “m” is not a counting

index – it stands for “measured” variables.

Furthermore, calculated variables of the first type are of the form:

IP

Yc1-j = aj1 PYm-1 + aj2 PYm-2 + ⋯ ajI PYm-IP = � aji PYm-i

(3.5)

i=1

where �aji � are real numbers, with j = 1 to J1 and i = 1 to iP being integers. It is known
(see [3]), that the uncertainty δYc1-j for the term on the left of Equation (3.5) is related to

uncertainties δPYm-i of the power law terms {PYm−i }. The relationship is given by:
1
2

iP

(3.6)

δYc1-j = ��(ai ∙δPYm-i )2 �
i=1

and the uncertainties δPYm-i associated with the power law expressions in Equation
(3.4) are given as:
1
2 2

δPYm-i
bi−k ∙ δYm-k
IP
= �Σk=1
�
� �
PYm−i
Ym−k

(3.7)

The above procedure is used to compute relative uncertainties for the first type of
computed variables and report them in the headers of Tables 1-2.
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Calculated variables of the second type
Examples of calculated variables of the second type in Tables 1B-2B and elsewhere in
section 2 are �Yc2-j �

j1 =1 to J2

such as �Yc2-1 ≡ hx , Yc2-2 ≡ q''w (x), … �. These variables are

calculated with the help of Ansys FLUENT software by procedures described in
section 3.3.1 and Appendix B. These variables are computed from supplied boundary
conditions that eventually arise from measured or known variables such as

{Ym-i }i =1 to I . For example, hx values have a non-linear dependence (from the solution

processes associated with underlying partial differential equations and the experimental

geometry) determined by a non-linear response function R. This function R depends on
key input variables (the salient ones are listed below):
�cb , q"cartridge−heater , Tsat (p0 ), Tsurr … �
hx ≡ R�{Tempk } ↔ T
q′′
w (x)
≡
Tw (x) − Tsat (p0 )

(3.8)

�cb is a variable assigned for representing a number of measured values (out of subset
T
{Tempk }) channel bottom temperatures for calculating uncertainty in those representative

temperatures. Even though there are numerous boundary conditions involved in obtaining
converged hx values, the most influential one is the Tsat (p0 ) boundary condition

implemented on the boiling surface. The variables q"cartridge−heater−i (i=1 to 3) and Tsurr
boundary conditions do not have a comparable (with respect to Tsat (p0 ) ) impact on hx
uncertainty as the computed variables on the right most side of equations 3.8. They are

implemented in the solution of the boundary value problem and hence they affect the
nonlinear response function R in equation 3.8. They ultimately lead to converged boundary
conditions on channel bottom surface, hence they are also considered to be important in
obtaining simulation uncertainty. As is known, once representative partial derivatives
∂R

R1 ≡ ∂T� , R 2i ≡ ∂q"
cb

∂R

cartridge−heater

∂R
,
sat (p0 )

, R 3 ≡ ∂T

∂R

R 4 ≡ ∂T

surr

, etc. are estimated by finite

difference estimates - with one at a time perturbation of the salient boundary conditions and subsequent solutions of the boundary value problems (using ANSYS Fluent as per
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procedure described in section 3.3 and Appendix A.3), the uncertainty δhx in hx is
approximately given by
δhx
� cb �2 + [�
≅ ��R1 ∙ δT

3

2

�R 2i ∙ δq"cartridge−heater � ] + {R 3 ∙ δTsat (p0 )}2 + {R 4 ∙ δTsurr }2

i=1

(3.9)

where δTw (x), δq"cartridge−heater , δTsat (p0 ), δTsurr , etc. represent the already estimated
measured variable uncertainties. For a sample calculation for case 7 in Table 1B, the three

terms under the radical sign – on the right of Equation (3.9) - are, respectively, 0.171, 0.44,
,0.837 and 0.0016 with

δhx ≅ 860.02 Equations similar to Equation (3.9) yield

uncertainties in converged values of q′′
w (x) and Tw (x).

The above procedure is used to estimate relative uncertainties in the second type of
computed variables - which are then reported in Tables 1-2.
Calculated variables of the third type
Examples of calculated variables of the third type in Tables 1B-2B and elsewhere in
section 2 are: �Yc3-j �

j1 =1 to J3

with {Yc3-1 ≡ Nux , Yc3-2 ≡ ����
Nu, … }. These variables are

like calculated variables of the first type – the difference being that all the variables on

the right side of Equation (3.4) are not measured variables Ym-i . Some are calculated
variables of the second type – for which uncertainty has already been computed (e.g.
hx in Nux ≡ �hx ∙Dh |H �⁄kL ). Therefore the calculation procedure for these variables is the
same as for the calculated variables of the first type.
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4 Results and Discussions
Results on local HTC hx
This work, unlike most experimental works underlying or supporting development of HTC
correlations ([1-7]), succeeds in conducting experiments that directly yield onedimensional width-averaged local hx values (see Figure 4.1) for high heat-flux experiments
(for the schematic in Figure 3.1 of chapter 3) conducted for a given “method of heating.”
Most works ([1-7]) attempt to infer local variations of hx with distance x by developing
correlations relying on a more limited set of available information. Such available
information typically consists of a set of average HTC values obtained by suitable
experimental measurements over different length segments of the test-section – with or
without help from a few local HTC measurements at discrete locations x = x1, x2, x3, etc.
The results, as in Figure 4.1 for data in Tables 1A-B, cover a range of parameters (see
Equations (3.1) - (3.3) in chapter 3) for a representative fixed – but non-uniform – “method
of heating,” as defined by a “single curve” for θw (x) and/or Ψq (x) shown in Figures. 3.2
a,b,c.
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Figure 4-1: Experiments-simulations synthesis based local HTC hx (W/(cm2-oC) versus
distance x (m) curves for cases marked in Table-1.
The experiments-simulations synthesis based local HTC hx versus distance x curves in
Figure 4.1 are for cases marked in Table-1. These values result from a first-of-its-kind
sophisticated approach discussed in section 3.3.1 and Appendix B. (Similar results are
available for the table 2 data set but not presented here for brevity)

Results on Quality X(x)
The integration of local 1-D energy equation in Equation (2.17), as discussed in Ch 2 and
[8], yields reliable estimates of quality X(x) variations – and this is shown in Figures. 4.2
– 4.3 for the representative cases in Table 1. Figure 4.3 shows that a representative X(x)
quality variation not only satisfies local energy equation but also yields values in agreement
with experimentally measured inlet quality Xin and outlet quality Xout.
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Figure 4-2: Quality X versus distance x (in m) curves for cases 1 to 7 marked in Table-1.
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Figure 4-3: Quality X versus distance x (m) curve for a representative case 7 marked in
Table-1.

Results on Local HTC in Comparison with Available Correlation
Based Estimations
For the range of parameters considered in Equations (3.1) – (3.3) in section-3, assuming
weak dependence on non-uniform θw (x) and/or Ψq (x), the above described
experimentally assessed local HTC “hx = hx|Expt versus distance x” curves in Figure 4.1

and reliable estimates of quality X(x) in Figures. 4.2-4.3, one can also obtain additional
estimates of local HTC “hx ≅ hx|Corr” from relevant and existing HTC correlations. Such
comparisons can only yield order of magnitude agreements, see discussions in [8]. For a
representative case 7 marked in Table-1, Figure 4.4 shows order of magnitude agreement
with curves obtained from Kim and Mudawar [1], Klimenko [2], and Dorao et al. [4]
correlations. It is interesting to note that, in this parameter range, the values of hx = hx|Exp
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are monotically increasing with x – while local values of boiling-surface temperatures
Tw (x) and heat-flux values q"w (x) are on average decreasing, see Figures. 4.5 – 4.6. As

discussed with the help of Equation (2.7) in section-2, this heat-exchange efficiency
increase – as modeled by increasing hx – is feasible, despite decreasing heat-flux q"w (x)
values.

Figure 4-4: Representative hx (W/m2-oC) versus distance x (m) curve, obtained from
experiments-simulations synthesis, for case 7 marked in Table-1. It is in order of
magnitude agreement with curves obtained, for the same parameter set that defines the
experimental case, from existing and representative engineering correlations for local
HTC hx.
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Figure 4-5: Boiling-surface wall temperature Tw (x) versus distance x (in m) curve for
representative cases 1 to 7 marked in Table-1.
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Figure 4-6: Boiling-surface heat-flux q"w (x) versus distance x (m) curve for
representative case 1 to 7 marked in Table-1.

Discussion of Relationship Between Void-Fraction Models and
Local Film Thickness Values
Also, as discussed in section-2, meaningful applications of void fraction correlations
ϵ(X(x)) – obtained from adiabatic experiments – to corresponding (locally identical values

of Ṁ L(x) and Ṁ v(x)) flow-boiling situations need to go further and require that both

adiabatic and flow-boiling situations be in the same flow-regime and have known equal

values at a specific x = x # location. This assumes that other differences between phase-

change and adiabatic flow conditions are adequately modeled by using properly computed

values of varying qualities X(x) (as in Figures. 4.2 – 4.3). To ensure the above, it is
proposed that all relevant void fraction correlations ϵ(X(x)) be scaled by a factor to satisfy,
at the inlet x = x* ≅ 0, the condition:
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∗
AV (x ∗ ) �h − ∆�(x )� . w
∆�(x ∗ )
ϵ =
≅
=
1
−
A(x ∗ )
h. w
h
∗

(4.1)

In Equation (4.1), Δ(x ∗ ) represents a local representative liquid thickness of width w in the

absence of nucleation. Two relevant existing correlations ([9 -10]) are scaled to satisfy
Equation (4.1) and the resulting values of void fraction ϵ(x) and approximate/effective film

thickness Δ(x) – both with the recommended adjustments satisfying Equation (4.1) as well

as without any such adjustments – are plotted and shown in Figures. 4.7 – 4.8. The nearly
identical curves for the adjusted cases justify the above described modeling assumptions
and restrictions. The proposed case-specific models for void fraction ϵ(x) and approximate
film thickness Δ(x) are then represented by the average - the dotted “----” curves in Figures.
4.7 – 4.8. Then ϵModel (X(x)) and corresponding Δ(x) curves – with quality X(x) as
computed earlier – are given by:

and

ϵModel �X(x)� ≡

ϵRouhani �X(x)� + ϵThome (X(x))
2

ϵModel �X(x)� ≡

h-Δ(x)
h

(4.2)

(4.3)

Note that approximate/representative film thickness Δ(x) in the absence of nucleation as
shown in Figure 4.8 is expected to be of the same order of magnitude as the actual film

�(x) for all annular flow boiling situations in the presence of nucleation as well
thickness ∆

as for negligible entrainment rate ([11-12]) conditions. Whether or not the annular flow
conditions involve negligible or non-negligible entrainment rates, as far as estimation of
vapor mass flow rate Ṁ V (x) as Ṁ V (x) ≡ G ∙ A ∙ X(x) are concerned, X(x) computations
based on phase-change (as implemented here) should be adequate. This is because
entrainment rates due to mechanical ripping-off of droplets from the interface can continue

to be modeled, primarily, as an adiabatic phenomena which are similarly present in the
corresponding adiabatic misty annular flows. Therefore, cross-sectional liquid mass flow
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�(x)
rate in the liquid film regions Ṁ Lf (x) and actual film thickness ∆

(relative to

approximate/effective film thickness ∆(x)) for non-negligible entrainment rates are
expected to satisfy:

and

Ṁ Lf (x) < Ṁ L (x) ≡ G ∙ A ∙ {1 − X(x)}

(4.4)

�(x) < ∆(x)
∆

(4.5)

However for zero entrainment and significant nucleation rates (as is the case here), we
�(x) > ∆(x), although, in this thesis, we do not have reliable estimates of
expect ∆
entrainment rates, visual observations from the top transparent plate suggests that, overall

entrainment rate up to the test-section exit is less than 0.5% of Ṁ L−in . Therefore, for

discussions in this thesis, one assumes the inequality in Equation (4.5) is weak, and one
has:

∆(x) ≈ ∆�(x)
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(4.6)

Figure 4-7: Two existing void-fraction models ϵ(X(x)) versus distance x (m) curves –
with and without inlet condition adjustments - for a representative case 7 marked in

Table-1. Quality X versus distance x (m) calculations is used to replace quality X with
distance x. The mean “----“ curve for the adjusted inlet condition is the proposed
representative void-fraction model.
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Figure 4-8: Film thickness “∆ (x) (m) versus distance x (m)” curves obtained from two
existing void-fraction models ϵ(X(x)) – with and without inlet condition adjustments -

for a representative case 7 marked in Table-1. The mean “----“ curve for the adjusted inlet
condition is the proposed representative model for film thickness ∆ (x)
(m). Δ(x)𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ≈ 10-20 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 - film thickness required

to have same order of magnitude Experimental h(x|cb)

Comparisons between Measured and Modeled Pressure Drops
Despite allowable neglect of entrainment rates leading to Equation (4.6), the measured
pressure-difference ∆pL in Figure 2.4 is expected approximately agree with the modeled
value of the total pressure difference (See section 2.2.3.3). This is because one dimensional

momentum balance must approximately be satisfied. However only approximate
agreement is expected because interfacial shear stress models are inadequate even for
adiabatic two-phase flows – let alone modelling of interfacial shear stress in the presence
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of phase-change and microscale nucleation rates. As a result, available models for
∂p

�− ∂x �

fric

∂p

of �− ∂x �

ins equations (2.20) – (2.23) are quite approximate. Though improved modeling

fric

, by combined consideration of data in this thesis and those in [5-7], can be

attempted to ensure near equality of measured and modeled values of ∆pL in Figure 2.4 –

such efforts are outside the scope of this thesis. Under reported conditions, therefore, only
“order of magnitude” agreement is expected between measured and modeled values of ∆pL
∂p

in Figure 2.4 . By modeling �− ∂x �

fric

as the mean of two predictions – one employing

Lockhardt – Matinelli correlations [13] and the other employing Friedel correlations [14]
– and using the remaining modeling approaches described earlier in this thesis, Table 4.1
is obtained for data in Tables 2(A-B). It demonstrates order of magnitude satisfaction of
momentum balance. Note that “order of magnitude” agreement between measured and
modeled values of ∆pL (as defined in Figure 2.4) is the same as approximate satisfaction

of momentum balance expressed as Equations (2.20) – (2.23).
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Figure 4-9: Pressure drop variation through the channel from the inlet to the outlet.
Average of Lockhart Martinelli and Friedel model was used for calculation of total
modelled pressure drop. The green square shows the experimental pressure drop through
the flow channel.
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Table 4.1: Pressure Drop comparisons for measured and modeled values of ∆pL in
Figure 2.4
Case # ΔP Experiment (kPa) ΔP Friction (kPa)

ΔP Friction + ΔP Acceleration

% Error

(kPa)

8

1.1

0.78

1.23

11.82

9

0.8

0.804

1.44

80.00

10

0.8

0.808

1.53

91.25

11

0.53

0.855

1.24

133.96

12

1.51

0.918

1.55

2.65

13

1.51

0.95

1.63

7.95

14

1.65

0.97

1.72

4.24

Estimation of hx|cb (i.e. HTC in the absence of nucleation) and its
comparisons with experimentally measured hx|Total (total HTC)
As discussed in chapter 2, the new definition of hx|cb in Equation (2.3) implies that its
computations for annular flows are associated with the hypothetical absence of heat
carrying nucleate boiling – resulting in a hypothetical heat-flux q"w |cb , all else remaining

the same. Also, as discussed in Chapter 2, very good estimates of
q"w |cb ≡ hx |cb ∙ ∆T(x) ≅

kL
∆(x)

(4.7)

are available through ∆(x) if it is estimated – using void fraction correlations – as in Figure

4.8. The resulting estimate of hx |cb for a representative case 7 marked in Table-1 is shown
in Figure 4.9 below.
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Figure 4-10: Proposed estimates for convective part of local HTC, hx|cb (W/m2-oC),
versus distance x (m)” curves obtained from two existing void-fraction models ϵ(X(x)) –
with and without inlet condition adjustments - for a representative case 7 marked in
Table-1. The mean “----“ curve for the adjusted inlet condition is the proposed

representative model for local HTC, hx|cb (W/m2-oC). h(x|cb) are obtained assuming as
if no nucleation. Let: h�x�Total� = k L /Δ(𝑥𝑥)𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

The same estimate of hx |cb in Figure 4-9, for which hx = hx |Total has been obtained in
Figure 4-1, is shown again – along with hx |Total – in Figure 4-10 below. Figure 4.10
exemplifies the remarkable dominance of hx|nb in Equation (2.3). This dominance is largely
arising from “micron and sub-micron” scale nucleate boiling contributions for the thin film
(Figure 4.8) annular flow-boiling situation. This result supports numerous similar results
obtained for low heat-flux annular boiling experiments [5-7] as well as in [8] where void75

fraction correlations were adjusted as per the approach described here (which uses
Equation (4.1)) and, instead of experimental results for hx |Total , an order of magnitude
correlations based estimate (using [1], [2] & [4]) was used. This is an important result
which emphasizes the importance of nucleation rate mechanisms – as denoted by {S ∗ } in

Equation (2.14) – that need to be harnessed for developing technological solutions
addressing high heat-flux electronic cooling (see [11], chapter 1) needs.

Figure 4-11: Comparison of experiments-simulations synthesis based local HTC hx
(W/(cm2-oC) versus distance x (in m) curves for case#x marked in Table-1 with
convective part of local HTC, hx|cb (W/m2-oC), versus distance x (m) curve as obtained in
Figure 4.9.
The significant distance between the two in the proposed Equation (2.3) decomposition
hx |Expt ≡ hx |cb + hx |nb establishes the dominance of micro-scale nucleation (hx |nb is
about 80 – 90 % of the total hx) for this thin liquid film (see Figure 4-8 for film thickness

in the range of 200 – 230 μm) annular flow boiling regime.
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Comparisons of Proposed and Conventional Decomposition of
HTC into Nucleate and Convective Parts
Also, if one were to replace hx |Total in Figure 4-11 by an order of magnitude correlations
based estimate (using [1]) and denote it as hx |Total-KM , we can obtain its variations with
distance x , as shown in Figure 4-12 below. Further, one can use the
conventional/traditional decompositions (as in [1]) of hx |Total-KM into nucleate (denoting it
as hx|nb-C/T) and convective (denoting it as hx|cb-C/T) parts and plot them as well. This is also
done in Figure 4-11, where one clearly obtains a diametrically opposite and minimal role
of nucleate boiling for the “so called” convective annular regime.

Figure 4-12: For the same case as in Figure 4-11, if the corresponding Kim and
Mudawar correlation’s [1] hx values from Figure 4.4 is used and is decomposed in
conventional/traditional ways (note that in this Figure hx|total = hx|total-KM). As in [1], the
decomposition is into convective (hx|cb - C/T) and nucleate boiling (hx|nb - C/T) parts. The
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dramatically different than Figure 10 variations - with respect to distance “x” -are
obtained above. Here hx|cb - C/T component dominates.
Therefore, the new definition of decomposition of hx = hx |Total , as in Equation (2.3), is
important. Yet there are no problems with classical/traditional decompositions if: (i) its
misleading names are changed, and (ii) it is recognized that these classifications are based
solely on strong and weak dependences on q� "w in Figure 2.3. A sample set of representative
calculations shown in Figure 4-13 below – where Klimenko [2] correlation has been

decomposed into its constituent hx|cb - C/T and hx|nb - C/T parts – shows that the new results do

not question the strong and weak dependences on q� "w criteria employed in

conventional/traditional decompositions. This thesis’s data, being restricted to annular
regime, does not cover the stronger q� "w dependences observed for the lower qualities range

shown in Figure 4-13 – or similar data elsewhere ([1], [3], etc.) in numerous other
experiments/correlations. Therefore this thesis does not question the conclusion that there
is a much higher sensitivity (to mean heat-flux q� "w values) of local HTC hx values

associated with larger sized bubbles encountered for low quality X values that correspond
to what are typically termed nucleate/bubbly regimes of flow-boiling.
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Figure 4-13: The hx data obtained here all fall - in the conventional/traditional sense – in
the convective regime. The experimental values and the regimes are limited – but in
agreement with typical heat-flux dependencies associated with such classifications (here
Klimenko [2] is used to cover a larger range of qualities).
It should be re-emphasized here that in [5-7], where a rigorous laminar/laminar direct
numerical solutions (DNS) is used to obtain q� "w values for low heat-flux cases – and results

are compared with low heat-flux experimental data – the remarkable dominance of nucleate

boiling (as observed in Figure 4-11) continue to hold. Only regions of suppressed
nucleation rates – that are widely acknowledged and are also observed and inferred (with
modeling help) – that are known to us (see [15]) correspond to vary thin (1- 30 µm) films
near stable dryout zone in Figure 2.3a.

General Compatibility of Results with Overall Energy Balance for
Flow-boiling
Local energy balance is satisfied by experiment-modelling synthesis and it yields hx|Total
values in Figure 3-9 over 0 ≤ x ≤ L (also see Figure 3.1). However, overall energy balance
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is only accurately satisfied over x* ≤ x ≤ L* (as discussed in section 3.1).This is because
the “elliptic” stagnant zone between x = L* and stagnation chamber in the test-section in
Figure 3-1 is expected to have recirculative vapor flow and some liquid entrainment in the
form of tiny drops (from the liquid at the bottom to the vapor). This causes vapor outlet
flow to have small portion of tiny liquid drops. Even a small 0.5% of entrainment rate can
cause – because of the large latent heat of water – a disagreement between heat inputted
Q̇ in|flow to the channel (which partially boiled off liquid flow) and the one calculated for
overall energy balance may arise. For 0.5% entrainments, an average error of 20-25% in

Q̇ in|flow values as obtained from the equation below is possible. Flow-based energy

equation is given as:

Q̇ in|flow ≅ �Ṁ Lin − Ṁ Lout � ∗ hfg

(4.1)

Last but not least, recall the associated uncertainties in the flow measurement and heat
input to the heater-blocks are also considered. These values of uncertainties are given in
Table 1 and Table 2. Therefore this average 20-25% discrepancy in Q̇ in|flow values is

acceptable – as this does not affect the values reported over x* ≤ x ≤ L*. The average 2025% discrepancy in Q̇ in|flow values are shown in associated tables given in Appendix C
(see Tables C-1 and C-2).
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5 Conclusions
The main conclusions are:
•

Successfully designing, purchasing, manufacturing, assembling and testing a new
experimental hardware and software which developed from ground zero.

•

This thesis was able to implement a unique experiments-simulations synthesis
yielding local HTC values for steady annular flow-boiling in horizontal rectangular
cross-section ducts that involve water as working fluid and moderate-to-high heatflux operations.

•

The local HTC results are in order of magnitude agreement with existing HTC data
and correlations.

•

Building on earlier results and hypotheses for low heat-flux local HTC values for
steady annular flow-boiling in horizontal rectangular cross-section ducts (involving
FC-72 and modeling/simulation approaches), this thesis further establishes – for
higher heat-flux cases – a new meaning and decomposition of local HTC values
into its convective and nucleate parts. In this new meaning and decomposition, it is
again established that most of the typically encountered annular regime flowboiling locations are dominated by micron to sub-micron scale heat carrying
nucleation rates (typically they carry over 80% of the heat).

•

The conclusion above suggests and enables a new technological approach (patent
pending) for achieving high heat-flux operations that restrict flow boiling to a
specific regime (say low exit quality flows involving nucleate/bubbly regimes over
the entire length of the duct) and then introduces new nucleation-rate altering
mechanisms. The new mechanisms significantly add to the critical roles that micron
to sub-micron scale heat carrying nucleation rates can play (as identified in this
thesis).
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A

Experimental Hardware

This section discusses and presents all the hardware components used in Two Phase Flow
Loop and the associated Test-Section and components. The flow-loop here is the whole set
up including all components which includes test-section as well as other components.
V2

pin

Sight Glass

Vapor Flow

Condenser

ML-out

Test Section
Resistive Heater Blocks
Inline Heater

Controllable
Displacement Pump, P3

Cooling Water

Needle Valve

L/V
Separator

MV-in
ML-in
Superheater

Controllable
Displacement Pump, P2
V7 Check Valve
Filter

V1

Liquid Flow

V3

V5

Controllable Power &
Temperature

V4

V6
Steam
Generator

Controllable
Displacement Pump, P1

KEY

Vapor Flow

Coriolis Flow Meter

Absolute
Pressure Sensor

Liquid Flow

Controllable
Displacement Pump

Differential
Pressure Sensor

Figure A-1 High Heat Flux Water Flow Loop Schematic. This includes all the
components that are going to be presented later in this section. The figure is selfexplanatory with additional legends that show all components.
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Figure A-2 The flow loop physical set-up during a test run on December 27th 2018. The
high-speed camera is set up at the top of the tripod facing and adjusted in the flow
channel during the run.

A.1 Test-Section
The purpose of the test-section is to provide a controlled environment for flow-boiling
water safely at high (up to 500 W/cm2) heat-flux values while supporting a sufficiently
high through-flow of steam to stabilize the annular flow regime over the entire heated
length of the flow channel by means of interfacial shear stress. Provision is made for up to
5 heaters underneath the test-section flow channel. Currently 3 heater blocks are
implemented underneath the test-section. Heating is provided mainly from the bottom of
the flow channel, with some heat entering through the sides as well. A window (sight glass)
forms the top of the flow channel over a region of interest covering most of the heated
length.
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The main features of the test-section are illustrated in the schematic of Figure A-3
simplified geometry of the test-section and location of the heaters and transducers is shown
in Figure A-4. Both figures show the details of liquid and vapor inlet and outlets. An
exploded 3D-CAD view of the test-section components is shown in Figure A-5 and Figure
A-6 indicates a cut through of flow-channel and associated housing. Pictures of the
physical components of the test-section and its configuration currently being used are
shown in Figure A-7 in an exploded view.
20 mm
10 mm
0 mm

140 mm
150 mm
160 mm

APTTS|20
VTS|1

APTTS|140
DPTTS|20-140

VTS|2

Stainless Steel
Sight Glass
Encasement

Camera

Stainless Steel
Inlet Flange

Stainless Steel
Exit Flange

Steam
Inlet

Sapphire Sight Glass

Vapor

Water Inlet

Cartridge Heater
Surface Temperature Probe

{

Temperature Sensor Locations
for Estimating Heat Load
20 mm

4 mm
20 mm
44 mm 68 mm 92 mm 116 mm

Illumination
Window
Light Source

Water Exit

Liquid

Steam Exit

Separator Plate

Copper
Channel
Plate
Copper
Stainless Steel
Heater
Test-Section
Block
Body

Figure A-3 Test-Section Detailed Schematic. This represents the physical configuration
of the test-section as it currently exists. Here the reference point for distance along the
flow channel is the end of the separator plate, and relevant downstream distances are
labeled above and below the channel with vertical leaders. The width of the flow channel
is 10 mm and its height 5 mm.
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Figure A-4 This is a simplified schematic of Figure A-3 The channel length is not
representative of the physical configuration.
Flow Channel
Insert

Sight Glass
Encaseme

Exit Flange
(Welded)
Viewing
Window
(Sight Glass)
Flow
Reduction

Housing

Heater Tray (Replaced by
brackets for mounting heater
blocks in current design)

Inlet Flange

Figure A-5 Test-Section Exploded View. This represents the main components of the
test-section as they currently exist, with the exception of the heater tray, which is
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replaced by brackets for holding the new copper heater blocks and the flow channel
temperature sensors.
The test-section assembly consists of a flow channel insert which is clamped within the
housing by an encasement which contains a window to allow for flow visualization. Two
pipe ports in the encasement, immediately adjacent to the window hole, support pressure
measurements. Four bolts (bolts locations are shown in Figure A-5) hold the sight glass
encasement on to the housing. These bolts are integral flange type stainless steel bolts.
Teflon O-rings (not shown in Figures) underneath the heads of these bolts are retained by
counter-bores and seal against leaks. These four bolts thread into blind holes in the housing,
of which one is visible in Figure A-5. The use of blind holes eliminates any potential
sources of leakage in the housing.
The inlet flange retains the two flow reduction halves and the separator plate (not shown
in both Figure A-3 and Figure A-4) within the housing. It is held on by 4 screws (shown in
Figure A-5). An o-ring groove within the bolt circle (not visible in figures), provides
sealing with a high temperature silicone or Teflon o-ring. The exit flange is permanently
welded to the test-section housing and is fitted with a single pipe fitting port for
illumination and level-checking purposes. A circular sight-glass is inserted over there for
illumination and verification of flow level in the stagnation chamber.
A gasket (not shown in Figure A-5) underneath the flow channel insert seals between its
bottom surface and a ledge within the housing (see Figure A-6). The gasket has an opening
to accommodate the heaters and thermocouples which interface with the channel insert
from the bottom.
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Figure A-6 Test-Section Cross-Section. Steam and liquid water enter from the left on
opposite sides of a separator plate. After combining and passing through the flow channel
insert, they are separated again in the stagnation chamber, where the steam exits upward,
and the liquid water exits downward through pipe ports machined in the test-section
housing.
Figure A-6 shows a cut-away view of the test-section, with the cut surface passing through
the center of the flow channel with respect to its width. Steam (red horizontal arrow in
Figure A-6) enters through a 3/8 inch NPT threaded pipe port. Liquid water (blue horizontal
arrow in Figure A-6) enters through a 1/8 inch NPT threaded pipe port. Each of the two
pressure ports consist of a 1/16 inch diameter hole with a counter-bore in which is machined
a ¼ inch NPT threaded pipe port. The steam exits upward (red vertical arrow in Figure A6) through a ½ inch NPT threaded pipe port machined in the test-section housing, while
the liquid exits downward through another ½ inch NPT threaded pipe port machined in the
test-section housing. Liquid/vapor phase separation is accomplished by means of gravity
acting within a stagnation chamber of significantly larger cross-sectional area than the flow
channel. The yellow heater tray in Figure A-6 was originally designed to accommodate our
specialized compact heaters which was manufactured inhouse. When those heaters became
impractical within the scope of this grant, this part was exchanged for mounting hardware
more practical to the new copper heater blocks that have been machined inhouse.
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Figure A-7 Test-Section and Heater Mounting Block exploded view. This figure
indicates final main parts of test-section, copper heaters along with the cradles and rest of
components.
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Heater Blocks
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Figure A-8 Front view Test-Section final assembly.
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Figure A-9 Top view of the test-section assembly. The sight glass encasement which
surrounds the sapphire glass viewing window is visible here.

Figure A-10 Side view of the test-section physical assembly and mounting hardware
with the vapor and liquid inlets indicated.
Figure A-7 shows the entire exploded view test-section assembly and mounting hardware.
The sensors such as pressure transducers and thermocouples are not indicated in this figure
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but everything else in detail is visible in this figure. Currently instead of 5 heater blocks,
only 3 heaters are being used for testing the system. Figure A-9 above is the top view of
the physical implementation of the test-section. The flow channel is visible through the
sight glass at the center of the picture. The differential pressure transducer (DPT) is offset
from the center of the test-section to allow for flow visualization. The pipe branches to the
right and left of the DPT contain low profile ball valves used for isolation. Figure A-10 is
the side view of the assembly and mounting structure of test-section. With the liquid and
vapor inlet clearly visible over here.

Figure A-11 Top View of Flow Channel. A pair of thermocouple wires has been placed
in the flow channel for reference. The picture was taken in a dark environment using
manual focus settings.
Figure A-11 shows an example of the type of flow visualization pictures that we expect to
report. There is not flow in the channel, so a pair of thermocouple wires was inserted into
the flow channel from the inlet end to provide a frame of reference. The illuminating light
is coming from a light source through a bulls-eye sight installed in the illumination pipe
port shown in Figure A-3.
A.1.1

Flow Channel

Flow Channel is 14 cm long, 1 cm wide and 5 mm high. This channel is made of CopperC110 (390
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, electrolytic tough pitch) to be highly thermal conductive. It is being

heated from the bottom by the heater block and there are 10 thermocouple placed width
wise and length wise across the channel from the inlet to the outlet to capture the bottom
surface of the channel. Figure A-3 and Figure A-4 schematically show the location of the
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heaters and thermocouples on the bottom surface. There are two inlet ports and two outlet
ports located in the test-section housing as stated above.
This choice of material minimizes thermal resistance at the cost of decreased corrosion
resistance compared with the originally selected Nickel 201 alloy. The Nickel 201 alloy
was not available in the dimensions required. Because of its lower corrosion resistance,
this copper insert may need to be replaced as needed. If corrosion of this flow channel
insert causes contamination of the water in the flow-loop, a corrosion resistant coating may
be applied to surfaces exposed to the flow (such as nickel plating or high temperature
paints). Figure A-12 below shows top and bottom views of the copper flow channel insert.

(a)

(b)
Figure A-12 (a) Top View Photograph of Flow Channel Insert. (b) Bottom View
Photograph of Flow Channel Insert.
The top of the flow channel insert (see Figure A-12(a)) contains a central groove of 10 mm
width and 5 mm depth through which liquid water and steam flow. The liquid water forms
a thin film on the bottom of this groove. It is partly or completely boiled within this 140
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mm long region as a result of heating in up to 5 distinct locations, each 20 mm long and
separated by 4 mm gaps. Two smaller grooves, on either side of this central channel,
accommodate high temperature silicone O-ring cord stock to cushion the sapphire glass
against scratches.
Boiling surface temperature is measured from the bottom of this channel insert in six pairs
of thermo-wells (round pockets on the raised portion of the insert in Figure A-12(b)) which
approach the flow channel to within 2 mm but do not pierce into it. This design both
provides a smooth surface for the boiling flow and prevents potential sources of leaks.
Eight additional thermo-wells come from the bottom between the heated regions (4 on each
side of the flow channel, see elongated pockets in Figure A-12(b)). They extend
approximately 1 – 3 mm up each side of the channel and are positioned 7.5 mm on each
side of its central axis. They also do not pierce into the flow channel. These 20 temperatures
are used in conjunction with transient or steady conduction modeling, as appropriate, to
obtain temperatures of the boiling surface.
A gasket underneath the flow channel seals between its bottom surface and the stainless
steel housing. This gasket is made out of vermiculite and has a stainless steel insert for
structural strength. Because of the small cross-sectional area available for sealing, it was
necessary to use stove gasket cement in combination with the gasket to prevent leaks.
Five contact areas underneath the test-section flow channel – each of 10 mm width
transverse to the flow channel and 20 mm length in the direction of the flow channel – are
provided to support physical contact with heaters. Of these, 4 will typically be used in the
immediately upcoming experiments at up to 0.5 kW/cm2 heat-flux into the water. For future
experiments (not part of our supplement request) a similar heating method may be used
with 2 non-adjacent heated sections to achieve > 1 kW/cm2 into the water at the flow
channel bottom surface. These surfaces designated for heating are separated by 4 mm in
the lengthwise direction to accommodate temperature sensors.
A.1.2

Sight Glass

Sight glass is located inside the test-section on top of the flow channel. It is made of high
temperature sapphire glass and specifically designed, manufactured and purchased to be
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inserted in this location. It covers a significant portion of the channel as it is visible in the
test section pictures.
A.1.3

Heaters

Heater Blocks are visible in previous pictures presented earlier. They are custom designed
and machined copper heater blocks. They are used to concentrate heat from six cartridge
heaters (not visible in the pictures but the heater wires can be seen in Error! Reference
source not found. where the white wires coming out of the bottom of heater blocks) into
a 10 mm by 20 mm cross-sectional area. Embedded thermocouple probes (Thermocouple
wires are visible in different picture including Figure A-8) are horizontally embedded in
the heat transfer path. Using a computational steady or transient conduction/convection
analysis, thermal boundary conditions (surface temperature profile and heat load) from
each heater block into the flow channel insert at their contact area may be estimated using
these temperatures. For validation, the measured power (from the product of voltage and
current) of the cartridge heaters can be compared with the heat loads needed required in
the model at the cartridge heater locations to match the measured temperatures in the heat
transfer path.
Each of the 6 cartridge heaters is rated for 200 W at 120 VAC; thus the combined maximum
power available at each heater block is 1.2 kW. If all of this heat is transferred into the
channel insert, this yields a maximum heat-flux of 0.6 kW/cm2. Due to heat losses from
the surfaces of each copper block not exposed to the channel insert, along with heat
spreading within the channel insert, we expect a maximum of 0.5 kW/cm2 to be available
at the center of each heated region to transfer into the water film.
For the first round of experiments after initial validation of the test-section, the cartridge
heaters were powered by 0 – 120 volt AC and 0-15 amps power supplies controlled through
the computer and DAQ system. All 6 cartridge heaters in each heater block is wired in
parallel such that one supply powers each heater block.
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Figure A-13 Heater Block geometry and associated dimensions. Dimensions are in mm.

Figure A-14 Detailed view Heater Block geometry top part. Dimensions are in
millimeters.
The heater block design of Figure A-13 was verified using steady conduction
computational modeling to ensure that the selected heaters would not overheat while
sourcing 0.6 kW/cm2 to the channel insert through the tip of the heater block. This
modeling defined the operating temperature range of the heater blocks to be 200 – 730
degrees C at maximum heat load.
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A.1.4

Test-Section Housing

The test-section housing holds all of the components together. It is machined out of a single
piece of 316/316L stainless steel. This material was chosen because of its superior
corrosion resistance. Its low thermal conductivity compared to other metal alloys helps
reduce heat leakage from the channel insert. However, its machinability was poor, and
attempts from two different shops affiliated with Michigan Technological University were
required to finish machining the housing. This added to the cost of the test-section and
caused a delay of a few months. Pictures of the housing after it has been machined and the
exit flange has been welded to it are shown in Figure A-15 below.

(a)
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(b)
Figure A-15 (a) Top View and (b) Bottom View of the test-section housing with the exit
flange welded to it.
The steam exit pipe port is visible to the right in Figure A-15(a), and the liquid water exit
pipe port is visible to the right in Figure A-15(b). Two of the blind holes for the screws
which hold the sight glass encasement are visible in Figure 14a. They are threaded 3/8 - 16
UNC (3/8 inch, 16 threads per inch) to a depth of about 1 inch. The stainless-steel integral
flange bolts which interface with them are shown in Figure A-16 below.
The four threaded holes around the pocket near the middle of the bottom of the test-section
housing visible in Figure A-15(b) are for the threaded rods that will hold the mounting
brackets for the heater blocks and thermocouple probes. These mounting brackets are
currently being designed. There are also four threaded holes (not shown in Figure A-15) in
the inlet end of the test-section housing for the screws that hold the inlet flange on to the
test-section housing. The heads of these screws are visible in Figure A-16 below. These
eight mounting holes are all threaded ¼ - 20 UNC (1/4 inch, 20 threads per inch) to a depth
between ½ and 1 inch.
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Figure A-16 Test-Section Main Components before Assembly.
Note that in the picture used for Figure A-16, the flow reduction halves are only partially
machined. They have since been completed, along with the separator plate. Screw torque
specifications for the fasteners interfacing with the test-section housing are shown in Table
A- 1: Test-section Housing Screw Torque Specifications below. Safety wire or another
suitable means will be used to ensure that the sight glass encasement and inlet flange screws
do not loosen.
Table A- 1: Test-section Housing Screw Torque Specifications
Inlet Flange Screws

50 – 60 (5.6 – 6.8)

in·lb (N·m)

Encasement Screws (top)

65 – 75 (7.3 – 8.5)

in·lb (N·m)

Threaded Rods (bottom)

36 – 48 (4.1 - 5.4)

in·lb (N·m)

The low torque specified for the integral flange encasement screws is to reduce stress on
the rim of the screw head flange and the top edge of the counter-bores in the sight glass
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encasement which hold the O-rings. This counter-bore greatly reduces the contact area
between the flange of the screw and the top surface of the sight glass encasement. The
pressure force acting on the four sight glass encasement bolts at an internal pressure of 60
psig (maximum intended operating pressure, although usually pressure will be within 30
psig) is approximately 480 pound-force per bolt. The mechanical advantage of the screw
at the minimum torque specified leads to approximately 1000 pounds of tensile force per
bolt (considering friction) which means that the maximum pressure will not be able to
unseat the sight glass encasement from the test-section housing because of insufficient bolt
tension. If test-section internal pressures are kept within 30 psig, up to a 12% increase in
encasement screw torque is permissible. The threads of these screws should not be
lubricated. To further reduce possibility of damage to the test-section sight glass
encasement housing due to the screw head flanges, only hard O-rings, such as those made
out of Teflon, should be used.
Due to the small contact area associated with the flange of the bolt, the normal stress
between the screw head flange and the encasement, including the pressure force from 60
psig of internal pressure, may cause some localized deformation in the encasement housing
at maximum torque and pressure the first time the test-section is pressurized. The screw
heads would not be affected. This analysis is based on estimates of the strengths of the
stainless steel screw material and the 316/316L stainless steel material of the encasement.
Therefore, it is recommended to tighten these screws to maximum torque, proof test the
test-section at 90 psig, and re-tighten them before operating the test-section in the flowloop. This will ensure that the localized deformation has already occurred prior to testing
for long times with thermal cycling, reducing the likelihood of the screws loosening later
during testing and steam leaks forming at the junction between the sight glass encasement
and the housing.
A.1.5

Inlet Separator Plate and Flow Reduction Halves.

To enable the proper development of thin-film annular boiling flows, it has been found in
past experiments with FC-72 [1] that it is necessary to keep the liquid and vapor separate
during their entrance into the flow channel. The design here is one in which a separator
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plate is sandwiched between two flow reduction halves. These flow reduction halves are
represented as CAD models in Figure A-2 and Figure A-3. The upper half has a pocket
which lines up with the steam inlet port at one end and the test-section flow channel on the
other end. The lower half has a pocket which lines up with the liquid water inlet port at one
end and the test-section flow channel at the other end. Pictures of the unfinished flow
reduction halves are shown in Figure A-16; they have since been completed, along with
the separator plate, and installed in the test-section housing.
The separator plate fits tightly between the flow reduction halves when installed in the testsection housing. It has O-ring sealing in locations where there is not much material overlap,
such as where it interfaces with the inlet flange and where it interfaces with the flow
reduction halves near the entrance of the flow channel. The CAD drawing of the separator
plate is shown in Figure A-17 below.
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Figure A-17 Test-Section Separator Plate Sample CAD Drawing. Dimensions are in
millimeters.
The separator plate was designed to fit completely within a pocket machined within the
lower flow reduction half. A reduction in the thickness of the separator plate where the
flows converge, tapered from the steam side, helps reduce the formation of turbulent
vortices due to flow separation. The gap height in the completed separator plate is
approximately 0.25 mm on the liquid side and 1.25 mm on the steam side. On the steam
side, an additional 2.5 mm of gap height is added by the adjacent pocket in the upper flow
reduction half. The overall thickness of the separator plate is 2.5 mm, and its thickness
between the two flows is 1 mm, tapering down to approximately 0.5 mm at the downstream
end.
An indexing dowel pin of 5 mm diameter and 12 mm length was used to fix the angular
position of the inlet flow reduction halves and separator plate within the test-section
housing, since their outer surfaces are cylindrical when assembled. The hole for this pin is
visible toward the left of the cut-away view in Figure A-3.
While the flow reduction halves were machined from 316/316L stainless steel, the
separator plate was machined out of Nickel 200, which is easier to machine than 316/316L
stainless steel and has a much higher thermal conductivity. The higher thermal conductivity
of the separator plate would reduce the temperature difference between the liquid and vapor
phases before they come together; the resulting reduction in sub-cooling of the liquid water
when it enters the channel will make it easier to suppress nucleation in the thin liquid film.
Nickel 200 has a similar or greater corrosion resistance compared with 316/316L stainless
steel.

A.2

Steam Generator

The Steam Generator is a 24kW (480 Volts, 27 amps, 3 phase) vessel manufactured by
Infinity Fluids. The model number is CRES-SG-48-0240-K-3P. This device is the source
of providing vapor at the required pressure and flow rate to the flow loop. The maximum
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volumetric capability of this device is 82 (lbs/hr) which is about 10.33 (gr/sec). The vessel
is made of Stainless Steel 316L to be highly corrosion resistant. There is a sight glass
installed on this device to indicate the water level in the vessel and operator makes sure
dry-out won’t happen during the operation of the flow loop. Below is a figure of this device.
The Steam Generator has three ports. One of liquid inlet to the vessel which supplies liquid
water into the component. The other one is vapor outlet which eventually this flow goes
into the flow channel. The last one is a safety relief valve which makes sure pressure will
be released if any blockage happens in the flow loop.
The Steam Generator is controlled through Data Acquisition Hardware and software
developed for this system. Pulse width modulations at 30 Hz are sent into the control box
to control the solid-state relays which determines the power output from the helical heater
inside the Steam Generator. Flow loop schematic shows the steam generator location on
the flow loop.
There are a pressure transducer and thermocouple installed in the vessel as well which
gives accurate simultaneous working pressure and temperature of the vessel. This data is
essential for operating the flow loop since it gives the upstream working temperature and
pressure of the loop which is important for controlling flow channel operation pressure.

A.3

Coriolis Flow Meters

There are three Coriolis flow meters (Composed of the sensor + transmitters) installed in
the flow loop. First one is at the inlet vapor line, second one is on the inlet liquid line and
third is on outlet liquid line. These flow meters are able to give accurate mass flow rate
values of the inlet and outlet flows in the channel. These flow rate values are critical
variables for operating the flow loop since it can give the energy balance across the flow
channel which will be used to verify the amount of heat being removed from the channel.
Coriolis flow meters give output signal of 5-20 mA which is converted to 0-10 Volts to be
able to read thorough input DAQ module.
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These flow meters have been calibrated by the manufacturer and also the calibration has
been verified using the Emerson software which verifies the calibration and also it was
used to verify the reading that was acquired and recorded through the LabVIEW.

A.4

Super Heaters

Superheaters are type of heaters that make sure the vapor that is going through the channel
are superheated and no condensation happens inside the channel. I have installed two super
heaters in flow line after the Steam Generator as shown in flow loop schematic figure A1.
The first super heater is an inline immersion heater 1kw which is threaded into the 1’’
piping. The second super heater is a wraparound heater which is in the downstream of first
super heater with power of 1.5 kW. PID controllers are defined and implemented in the
LabVIEW software to control these super heaters. The feedback signals for these heaters
are the temperature thermocouples that installed in the downstream of each heater in the
direction of the flow which will be used to control the flow temperature accurately within
± 0.5°C.

A.5

Pressure Transducers

A.5.1

Absoluter Pressure Transducer (APT)

There are totally 5 absolute pressure transducers installed in this system. The pressure
transducer model is ETM-624-312M-12BARA manufactured by Kulite. The specificsation
can be found online. These traducers are installed at the critical locations which live
recording and monitoring the pressure is essential. Out of five transducers, two are installed
on the inlet and outlet of the flow channel to give accurate value of pressure. One is
installed in the Steam Generator and two are installed at the liquid and vapor outlet in the
downstream of flow channel exit as it is shown in Figure A-1. These transducers have
signal output in the range 0-10 volts which goes into the data acquisition hardware.
The pressure transducers have been calibrated inhouse periodically to make sure of
pressure values reading are accurate and precise.
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A.5.2

Differential Pressure Transducer (DPT)

There is a differential pressure transducer installed on the top of the flow channel indicated
in Figure A-1. This transducer is connected in the same line with the APT in the channel.
It will be used to verify the values reading from the two APTs.

A.6

Condenser

Condenser is located in downstream of vapor outlet from the flow channel as it is shown
in the flow loop schematic in Figure A-1. It is a shell and tube counter-flow condenser
which condenses all the vapor produced through the test section and steam generator back
into the liquid.

A.7

Liquid Vapor Separator

The L/V separator is a narrow vessel holding approximately 2.5 liters. Its purpose is to
provide opportunity for any steam leaving the condenser to condense before entering the
liquid lines. It also serves as a low pressure sink for the liquid water exiting the test-section
and operates at nearly the same pressure as the condenser. The L/V separator is not
insulated to ensure that the liquid exiting it is sufficiently sub-cooled not to re-boil in the
liquid lines while remaining close enough to its saturation temperature to reduce thermal
transients.

A.8

High Speed Camera

High speed camera (APX model) installed on top of the test-section to record the flow
inside the channel. This camera makes sure that the assumption of annular two-phase flow
is verified visually. It is also used to verify the existence and an estimation of micro/mili
nucleation bubbles formed in the liquid flow.

A.9

Accumulator

The Accumulator is designed and manufactured in-house out of stainless-steel material. It
is basically a pressure vessel with volume of 9.8 Liters. It is used as a reservoir to supply
or store excess water whenever necessary. The water stored inside needs to be only a few
degrees Celsius subcooled compared to the steam generator outlet steam to decrease the
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thermal inertia in the steam generator and Flow-Loop. There are 5 band-heaters with total
power of 6 kW strapped around the vessel with 6 thermocouples, 1 pressure gauge and 5
controllers (in the associated control box) to be able to control and monitor the temperature,
pressure and power. The role of this accumulator is very critical because first it allows
accommodation of larger range of flow rates and operating powers into the flow-boiler
(test-section). Secondly it decreases the unsteady operating time in between the steady state
runs significantly, which used to be a challenge in the FC-72 flow-loop of Attachment-2
and [1].

A.10

Inline Heater

The inline heater is a 2000 watts immersion heater installed in the liquid line in the
upstream of the liquid inlet to the test section. It has the role to preheat the water close to
saturation temperature (1-2°C) at the inlet pressure of test-section channel. The wattage
into this heater is adjustable and is manually controlled to get close to saturation
temperature based on feedback from thermocouple in the liquid inlet. (Refer to Figure A1 flow-loop schematic)

A.11

Pumps

There are totally three pumps installed in the flow-loop that would circulate the flow across
the whole system.
A.11.1

Rotary Vane Pump

Th rotary vane pump is located at the inlet of Steam Generator and has the role to supply
liquid water into the vessel. It has the maximum capacity of 15 (gr/sec) which is well above
the critical liquid flow rate needed to supply to the Steam Generator. (Refer to Figure A-1
flow-loop schematic).
A.11.2

Gear Pump

The gear pump is at the upstream liquid inlet to the test-section and is responsible for
supplying liquid water to the test section. It is both manual and computer controlled through
the LabVIEW. The pump is able to provide a volumetric flow rate up to 400 (mL/min).
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The gear pump provides a pulseless flow to the channel. This is essential to have liquid
flow as a thin film into the channel.
A.11.3

Peristaltic Pump

Peristaltic pump is located at the liquid test-section outlet after the pressure transducer as
it is shown in Figure A-1 flow-loop schematic The main reason for having this pump is to
provide enough pressure in the liquid outlet downstream to not allow any vapor at the
stagnation chamber at the end of housing shoves into the liquid line. After several initial
runs and observations, it was seen through the sight-glass (right after the liquid outlet
shown in Figure A-1 flow-loop schematic) that vapor and liquid both are getting though
the liquid line because of high pressure at the stagnation chamber. This pump helps to
stabilize the pressure at the stagnation chamber which causes steady level of liquid in the
chamber.

A.12

Filters, Valves, Fittings and Pipes

There are several filters, ball valves, needle valves installed at various location across the
clos channel. These fittings help to control, stabilize, leak test, and properly circulate the
flow across the flow-loop.
A.12.1

Filters

There are filters installed in the flow loop to remove any particle that can damage the
critical components in the system. First one is installed before the gear pump. The reason
being that this pump head is very sensitive to any debris or unwanted particles and can be
damaged, so it is essential to have this filter. The second filter is before the Steam Generator
inlet port. This filter has the role to remove all the debris that flow through loop and prevent
them to enter the steam generator and into the test-section accordingly.
A.12.2

Valves

The ball valves have several applications in the loop. One is to isolate specific part of the
system for leak test. Second, they allow to manually adjust and control the pressure across
the flow loop. Third, they are used to redirect the flow in specific path and during drainage
process after the operation.
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Needle valve has slightly different story, its presence is critical for fine tuning the pressure
and flow rate across the loop. The critical location for needle valve is valve number 2 which
is in between the vapor outlet and condenser. Because in the condenser all the vapor
condenses into the liquid the pressure significantly drops, needle valve acts as a barrier
between the high pressure and low pressure side for an smooth transition in pressure drop.

A.13

Structure

The support structure or frame work of both the Flow-Loop and tests section is, 1-5/8" x
1-5/8", zinc-plated Unistrut. The size of the frame is 3 feet wide, 5 feet high and 8 feet
long. There are two levels of 0.075 inch thick carbon steel sheet, at 1 foot and 5 feet above
the floor, on which most components are installed. Additionally, to keep the operator safe
from any steam leakage, a transparent polycarbonate wall is installed in between the
computer user and the flow-loop.

A.14

Computer & DAQ

Data from temperature, pressure, and flow rate sensors will be recoded through the data
acquisition hardware and software. The data acquisition (DAQ) hardware is composed of
a cDAQ-9178 National Instruments chassis (Compact DAQ). The modules installed in this
chassis are: one NI 9205 analog input module, one NI 9215 simultaneous sampling analog
input module (for obtaining dynamic test-section pressure data), two NI 9213
thermocouple input modules, one NI 9211 thermocouple input module, and one NI 9264
analog output module. The analog output module allows us to control the speed of the
pumps, the automatic control valves, and the super-heater and test-section heaters; while
the analog input module records the pressure transducers, flowmeters, thermocouple
probes and pump speed. The cDAQ chassis and modules are shown in Figure 18 below.
LabVIEW 2015 edition is the designated software for the communication with the DAQ
hardware.
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Figure A-18 National Instruments Compact DAQ Chassis and Modules.
A.14.1

Auxiliary National Instruments DAQ Hardware

An SCXI-1503 module with an SCXI-1306 terminal block, an SCXI-1120 module with an
SCXI-1303 terminal block, and an SCXI-1121 module with an SCXI-1303 terminal block
will be used in an SCXI-1000 chassis to process additional thermocouple probe data from
the test-section, as needed. The SCXI-1000 chassis is connected to an NI PCIe-6321 DAQ
card in the computer. This SCXI system will also be accessed through the LabVIEW 2015
software.

A.15

Other Components

There are other components used in the flow-loop as well which are shown in Figure A-1
including different types of valves such as ball valves, needle valves, check valves and
relief valves. There are also strainers and a filter which removes particles from the main
flow-loop water. Stainless steel pipes and various fitting from 1’’ to 1/16’’ size were also
used in the flow-loop. In places where it was necessary to monitor pressure, but recording
was not needed, pressure gauges were implemented.
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Figure A-19 The Flow-Loop Test Stand and Equipment.
In Figure A-19, the steam generator control box is the large grey panel on the front of the
test-stand. The steam generator vessel is in the front left corner. The two horizontal pipes
on the upper level before the Coriolis flowmeter will be wrapped with the super-heater
elements. The Coriolis flowmeter is in the middle at the front on the upper level. The testsection is in the background on the upper level toward the left. After validation testing, the
test-section will be inserted where the straight section of pipe is to the right of the Coriolis
meter. The condenser is mounted vertically at the back right corner; it extends above and
below the upper level. The L/V separator is located underneath the condenser on the lower
level. The white peristaltic pump after the L/V separator is toward the front of the lower
level, just to the right of center. The accumulator vessel is at the back of the lower level in
the center, but it is mostly hidden from view by the steam generator control box. The second
white peristaltic pump, between the accumulator and the steam generator, is visible
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immediately behind the steam generator vessel. The back of the gear pump drive is visible
underneath the steam generator control box. Three pressure gauges are visible. The
dedicated electrical panel and some of its receptacles are visible on the back wall.

Figure A-20 Flow-Loop, Computer and DAQ Hardware.
In Figure A-20, the black computer tower is just to the right of center in the foreground.
The Compact DAQ (cDAQ) chassis and modules are vertically mounted on the frame of
the safety wall toward the center of the picture. The unpainted cable tray is for signal wires.
The painted cable tray behind the safety wall is for power cords. They grey box with the
black front panel just to the right of the monitors is the control box for the accumulator.
The SCXI chassis and terminal blocks are visible on the red mat on top of the desk. The
FC-72 flow-loop is visible in the background on the far left.
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B

Details of Conjugate conduction-convection numerical
simulation procedure presented in section 3.3.1

Problem objective:
The main objective of the problem is to obtain the following local boiling surface
parameters: q"w (x) and Tw (x) (shown in Figure B-1) as obtained from iteratively
calculated and applied values of local boiling surface heat transfer coefficient (HTC) hx

along with iteratively adjusted control volume heat loss rates (in W) such as Q̇ loss-top-casing
from top casing enclosure and Q̇ loss-bottom-casing from bottom casing enclosure (shown in
Figure B-2).

q”w(x) ≡ hx*[Tw(x)-Tsat(Po)]
bs: boiling surface

hx, Tsat(Po)
Tside-walls

boiling plate

Tw-cb(x): temperature (cb)

x

cb: channel bottom

q”w-cb(x): heat-flux (cb)

Figure B-1: A schematic of the boiling-plate with required and to be obtained boundary
conditions.
It may look, at first, surprising as to how one can predict two thermal boundary conditions
– viz. q"w (x) and Tw (x) – for the boiling-surface in Figure B-1 (note that Figure B-9
depicts a representative schematic of the copper channel’s isometric view with boiling
surface shown therefore which the mentioned thermal boundary conditions are being
obtained). The answer lies in the fact that experimental measurements must be designed to
be such that we completely or partially (in this case only partial knowledge was feasible)
know the two thermal boundary conditions – viz. q"w−cb (x) and Tw−cb (x) - for the

channel-bottom-surface of the thick plate that forms the copper channel shown in Figure
B-7 and B-9. The 3-D ANSYS-based steady conduction analysis approach and the

algorithm presented here makes the partial knowledge of these two thermal boundary
conditions for the channel-bottom of the copper plate complete and yields the two values
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of q"w−cb (x) and Tw−cb (x) for the bottom surface as well as hx and Tsat(p0) – from which

one obtains q"w (x) and Tw (x) - for the boiling-surface. This completion of initially partial
knowledge of the two thermal boundary conditions q"W-cb(x) and TW-cb(x) in Figure B-1 as

depicted in Figure B-8 is achieved by making sufficient amount of temperature
measurements elsewhere in the top and bottom casings for the flow-channel. This is
followed by sub-system conduction analyses with iteratively guessed values of hx - while

requiring that the predicted temperature values agree with the additional measurements

elsewhere on the 3-D solid model (which includes casings connected to the flow-boiling
channel). This approach, to our knowledge, is a unique and is a first of its kind way of
obtaining semi-experimental estimates of local values of boiling-surface HTC hx .
Nomenclature:
bs: boiling surface
cb: channel bottom
Q̇ loss-top casing-ambient: Heat lost to Tsurr from top casing enclosure

Q̇ loss-bottom casing-ambient: Heat lost to Tsurr from bottom casing enclosure
α: Leakage factor

hx: Local boiling surface heat transfer coefficient

Rtc-i: Interfacial thermal contact resistances between heater blocks and channel
bottom surface
htc: an assumed heat transfer coefficient on top casing
Q̇ HB-i-cartridge: Heat input for each heater block (i = 1:3)

q"HB−(i)−cartridge : Heat flux input for each heater block (i=1:3)

h� HB−i : Heat transfer coefficient applied on the air exposed exterior surfaces of each
heater block. (i=1:3)
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Top enclosure boundary
Bottom enclosure boundary
.

Qloss-top casing : Heat transferred to Tsurr
.
Q

q”w(x) ≡ hx*[Tw(x)-Tsat(Po)]

boiling surface

hx, Tsat(Po)
Copper channel

HB-1

HB-2

HB-3
.

Qloss-bottom casing-ambient

Figure B-2: Schematic of the test section geometry with depiction of boiling surface and
control volume parameters.
However, to obtain the required parameters, various auxiliary parameters such
as q"HB−(i)−cartridge, h� HB-i, ∑3i=1 Q̇ HB−(i)−to−CB , Rtc-i, q"cb , h� tc and α (heat leakage factor)
must be obtained. The auxiliary parameters are shown in Figure B-3 (nomenclature given
in the page above)
Top enclosure boundary
Bottom enclosure boundary

_
htc, Tsurr
.

_
htc, Tsurr

_
htc, Tsurr
Copper channel

Rtc-2

Rtc-1

_
hHB-1, Tsurr

_
hHB-3, Tsurr

_
hHB-2, Tsurr
HB-1

q″HB-1-cartridge

Rtc-3

HB-2

q″HB-2-cartridge

HB-3

q″HB-3-cartridge
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Figure B-3: Entire test section geometry with auxiliary parameters as defined in the
above paragraph.
*q"CB−i is Q̇ HB−(i)−to−CB divided by the corresponding area of the air exposed channel
bottom surface. As heat input of each heater block is different, q"CB−i varies for each
channel bottom surface (these surfaces are defined in Figure B-7).

Step 1: Individual Heater Block Analysis:
q″HB-i-top

q″HB-i-top
. THB – i (i = 1:4)
Q HB – i – to – CB

.
Q HB – i – to – CB

_
h HB – i, Tsurr

.
Q HB – i – to – CB
.
Q HB – i – to – CB

_
h HB – i, Tsurr

_
h HB – i, Tsurr

q″HB-i-cartridge

(a)

(b)

Figure B-4: (a) Side view of the heater block with depiction of utilized boundary
conditions. (b) Isometric view of the same
Experimentally known q"HB−(i)−cartridge and analytically calculated q″HB−i−top (from

available temperatures THB–i, measured at four locations as shown in Figure B-4 (a and b)
are used as known boundary conditions in this step to find out Q̇ HB-(i)-to-CB. A combination

of guessed heat transfer coefficient h� HB−i and a representative ambient temperature Tamb is
used as boundary condition to the find the heat transfer from each heater block to channel

bottom. Initial guess begins with choosing h� HB−i ≈ 25 W/m2K. After observing the

temperatures (THB-i) predicted by Ansys CHT simulation module, h� HB−i is changed
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iteratively until predicted temperatures are in close agreement (± 0.5 °C) with
experimentally measure values, those being THB–I (i = 1:4).

This analysis provides us with two important outputs, heat leaked from each heater block

i.e., Q̇ HB-(i)-to-CB (see Figure B-4 a and b) from all air exposed faces (top face is not exposed,
it is in contact with channel bottom surface) and an appropriate h� HB−i for each case and

each heater block. Having a reasonable h� HB–i from i = 1:3, provides a reasonable first
estimate of h� tc (heat transfer coefficient applied on Top casing enclosure). As a first guess

h� tc is assumed to be average of three measures of h� HB−i i.e. “(∑3𝑖𝑖=1 h� HB−i )/3. Iteration

procedure for h� tc is explained at the ending of step 3.

Step 2: Finding thermal contact resistance between each heater block and
copper channel
As a first estimate, the following are used:
R tc−(i) = ΔT/q"

ΔT = THB−i – Tavg−cb−i

q" = Q̇ HB−i−top /(Top Area of heater block)

(B.1)
(B.2)
(B.3)

(where Tavg-cb-i is the average temperature of the channel bottom surface just above the
corresponding heater block, for example, Tavg-cb-i is the average of a2,b2 and b4)

Step 3: Implementing initial guess of average heat transfer coefficient over
the boiling surface using available copper channel bottom temperatures

Segmented Boiling Surface
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Figure B-5: Isometric view of the copper channel with h� bs and Tsat(Po) defined as

boundary conditions on the boiling surface as initial guess, initial guess strategy is given
below. Note that the average heat-flux for the entire ”bs” is given by:

(B.4)

� 𝑤𝑤 ≡ ℎ�𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ∗ [𝑇𝑇�𝑤𝑤 − 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑃𝑃 ) ]
𝑞𝑞”
𝑜𝑜

� w is assumed to be
Calculation strategy for guessing initial 𝐡𝐡̅𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛 : In the above equation q”
the ninety percent of the total heat input (divided by channel top surface area). Ten percent

(α = 0.1 in Figure) of the total heat input from cartridge heaters is assumed to be leaking
�w is guessed using
to the surroundings through top casing enclosure (see Figure B-6). T

computed average of channel bottom temperatures (shown using red circles in Figure B-7)

available from experimental data. To begin with [(Tbottom wall avg – 1)°C] is chosen as the

first estimate of 𝑇𝑇�𝑤𝑤 assuming only 1°C drop from bottom surface to the top surface to
calculate initial guess of h� bs. Saturation temperature Tsat(po) is also obtained from

experimental data (since fluid is known to be pure water and representative pressures are
nearly equal to the known inlet pressures po).

Top enclosure boundary
Bottom enclosure boundary
.

_
htc, Tsurr
_
htc, Tsurr

Qloss-top casing: Heat transferred to Tsurr
.
Q boiling surface

_
htc, Tsurr

hx, Tsat(Po)
Copper channel

Rtc-2

Rtc-1

_
hHB-1, Tsurr

_
hHB-3, Tsurr

_
hHB-2, Tsurr
HB-1

q″HB-1-cartridge

Rtc-3

HB-2

HB-3

q″HB-2-cartridge

q″HB-3-cartridge

Figure B-6: Entire test geometry with all the boundary conditions shown.
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Input: Initial specification for boundary conditions: (following a bottom to top approach
for describing the boundary conditions, see Fig B-6)
•

q"HB−(i)−cartridge applied on cartridge surfaces of each heater block available from

experimental data.
•
•

“h� HB−i” and “Tsurr” on the heater block surfaces, obtained from step 1.

“Rtc-i” on the interface of heater blocks and copper channel bottom surface, (initial
estimates from step 2).
Gray area except the gaps 1 to 4 mates with test
section housing and not the part of bottom enclosure
HB-1-TS

a2

HB-1-US

HB-1
HB-1-TS

b4

HB-2-TS

HB-1,2IS

b2

c3
c1

g1: gap 1

HB-2

d4

HB-3-TS

HB-2,3IS

d2

HB-2-TS

g2: gap 2

e3

HB-3

e1

g3: gap 3

f1

HB-3-DS

HB-3-TS

g4: gap 4

Figure B-7: Copper channel bottom surface, refer Figure B-8 for boundary conditions
q”w(x) ≡ hx*[Tw(x)-Tsat(Po)]
Boiling Surface

h bs-x, Tsat(Po)
Tside-walls

Boiling plate
Channel bottom

x
q”(w)cb-x (HB-i-Top)

q”(w)cb-x (HB-i-Top)

q”(w)cb-x (HB-i-Top)
Heat flux boundary condition applied on intermediate
spaces along the cb surface
Experimentally obtained temperatures used for validation in intermediate
spaces
Heat flux applied in the gaps 1 to 4 obtained from averaging
corresponding temperatures across the width
Heat flux boundary condition through heater block’s top

Figure B-8: Schematic of applied boundary conditions on all surfaces of copper channel
•

Assuming leakage factor (α) to be zero i.e., 100% of the heat removed from three
heater blocks (∑3𝑖𝑖=1 Q̇ HB−(i)−to−CB ) is being applied as q"w−cb−i on each exposed

channel bottom surface corresponding to heater block (i). Q̇ HB−(i)−to−CB is divided

by the corresponding area of the air exposed channel bottom surface and applied
on HB(i) upstream, transverse and intermediate surfaces (defined as US, TS and IS
respectively, see Figure B-7). For example, one third of the heat removed from
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heater block 1 is applied on HB-1 upstream (US), one sixth on each transverse
surfaces(TS) and one third on the intermediate space(IS).
•

Heat flux values in the intermediate spaces are obtained by using above-mentioned
method. However, a different strategy is implemented to obtain heat flux values in
the gaps (i = 1:4). Experimentally obtained temperatures available in a gap are
averaged and applied in the corresponding gap, this enables ANSYS fluent to
provide a post-processed heat flux value. The obtained or post processed heat flux
values are applied in the gaps as a boundary condition in an iterative way until the
corresponding ansys predicted gap temperatures are in reasonable agreement with
the corresponding experimentally measured temperatures. For further reducing the
error or achieving closer agreement with experimental temperatures, heat flux
applied as a boundary condition on the intermediate spaces on the channel bottom
surface (q"w−cb−i ) is reduced by a leakage factor (α) which will lead to further

improvements in converged values (details of error minimization principle are
given in step 5 of the current appendix). Hence both the heat flux obtaining steps
can lead to complete knowledge of heat-flux boundary condition throughout the
channel bottom surface.
•

“h� bs ” on the boiling surface are obtained from equation B.4. – where Tsat(p0) is
known from pressure measurement.

•

“h� tc ” is initially assumed to be the “(∑3𝑖𝑖=1 h� HB−i )/3” and a chosen value of “Tsurr”

is taken from an experimental measurement of the surrounding air inside the
enclosure.

Output: By applying the above-mentioned boundary conditions and solving using ANSYS
Fluent, we obtain the following:
•

Channel bottom temperatures: a2 to f1 (colored red in Figure B-7) are
computationally obtained and compared with measured values.

•

Two flange temperatures (are also computationally obtained and compared with
measured values). Two flange temperatures are located on top enclosure.
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•

Tavg−cb−i (at the channel bottom surface are also computationally obtained and its
average provides improved estimates of Rtc-i in equation B.2.

•

THB-i (are also computationally obtained and compared with measured values,

•

which in turn used to obtain Rtc-i using computationally obtained Tavg−cb−i .

Heat-flux values q"HB-i-top obtained in step-1 through sub system of Figure B-1 are
extracted from the solution. For the system in Figure B-3 and compared to ensure
that convective values always yield compatible results.

How the above predicted/computed temperatures are used to arrive at a final and
appropriate estimate of “h� bs ” on the boiling surface, “h� tc ” and Rtc-i will be explained in the
next few paragraphs.
Iterating for Rtc-i:
Iteration procedure for Rtc-i (i = 1:3) is dependent on temperatures – “THB-i and Tavg−cb−i ”.

Rtc-is are altered by computing the THB-i-Top temperatures predicted by ANSYS after every

iteration of step-3. If the predicted temperatures are above experimental temperatures, then
Rtc-i must be reduced and vice versa. This is done for a few run cases in Table–1,2 after
that is found that the same approximate constant Rtc-i values hold for each run case in
Table–1,2.
Iterating for “𝐡𝐡̅𝐛𝐛𝐛𝐛 ”:

Initial simulation result of the entire geometry provides average (first estimate) of channel
bottom temperatures a2 to f1 (colored red in Figure B-7). If the estimate of the average of
these temperatures (a2 to f1) is above the expected or experimental average, “h� bs ” must be

increased to bring down the temperatures a2 to f1 and vice versa. In this way, by using
experimental copper channel bottom temperatures, through an iterative process, we arrive
at a reasonable estimate of average “h� bs ”.

Iterating for “𝐡𝐡̅𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭−𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜”:

“h� tc ” Which is, “(∑3𝑖𝑖=1 h� HB−i )/3” and experimentally available “Tsurr” are used as initial
boundary conditions on the top casing. This also yields flange temperatures estimate from
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ANSYS Fluent solutions. The obtained temperatures will vary from experimental
temperatures since Q̇ loss-top-casing is not exactly 10% as per the assumption implemented

using equation B.4 and it varies from case to case and iteration to iteration. According to
the predicted temperatures, analytically altering “h� tc ” in an iterative process result in
predicted temperatures, which are in close agreement with experimental flange
temperatures. (± 0.5 °C).

Step 4: Implementing monotonically increasing heat transfer coefficient
along the boiling surface

Segmented Boiling Surface

Figure B-9: Channel boiling Surface with segmentation done along the length of the
channel
Procedure until step 4 provides us h� bs over the entire boiling surface. However, hx
correlation results presented by Kim and Mudawar, Dorao et al. etc., (shown in Figure B13) indicate a monotonically increasing hx trend along the length of the channel for the

fluid and parameter ranges considered, so imposing an increasing trend makes more
scientific sense. Also, plots of copper channel bottom temperatures indicate a decrease in
temperature, lengthwise. This also bolsters that hx must have an increasing trend. Hence,
the boiling surface is segmented in ANSYS design modeler to implement a monotonically
increasing hx. A physics-based conjecture is that for this type of annular flows (not too
thin), nucleation rates improve with distance despite some reduction in liquid thickness.
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Step 5: Decreasing the heat input on the channel bottom surface and
arriving at a justifiable heat input percentage using error minimization
principle
Top enclosure boundary
Bottom enclosure boundary
.

_
htc, Tsurr
_
htc, Tsurr

Qloss-top casing: Heat transferred to Tsurr
.
Q boiling surface

_
htc, Tsurr

hx, Tsat(Po)
Copper channel

Rtc-2

Rtc-1

_
hHB-1, Tsurr

_
hHB-3, Tsurr

_
hHB-2, Tsurr
HB-1

q″HB-1-cartridge

Rtc-3

HB-2

HB-3

q″HB-2-cartridge

q″HB-3-cartridge

Figure B-10: Entire section geometry, with all the applied boundary conditions
presented.
In the first few iterations up to step 3, α is zero i.e. 100% of ∑3𝑖𝑖=1 Q̇ HB−(i)−to−cb was applied

as heat flux boundary condition on upstream, transverse and intermediate spaces that are
shown in Figure B-7. However, this assumption is incorrect since in reality, there will be
an order of magnitude heat loss to surroundings while the heat is transferred through any
mode of heat transfer. Hence, heat applied in the intermediate spaces of the channel bottom
surface is uniformly reduced i.e., by varying leakage factor (α) from 0 to 0.5 for two cases
shown in table [1,2]. This method is known as error minimization principle and it provides
appropriate amount of heat loss from bottom casing enclosure to surroundings based on
comparison between ansys predicted and experimentally available copper channel bottom
surfaces. Note that, the applied heat reduction is done keeping the heat flux in the gaps as
a constant. The heat input reduction in the intermediate spaces will lead to converged
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temperature values. The graph below indicates that the error is minimum when α is 0.1 i.e.,
heat input on the copper channel bottom surface is 90% of ∑3𝑖𝑖=1 Q̇ HB−(i)−to−CB .

Error plot with variation in CCB heat flux
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Figure B-11: Plot of error points with variation in heat input on channel bottom surface.
𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖) 2 −𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖) 2

Formula for error calculation used above is: {∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎[

𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖) 2

]}/𝑛𝑛

Where TAnsys(i) are the ten computationally obtained channel bottom temperatures: a2 to f1,
two flange temperatures and twelve heater block temperatures. Texp(i) are the corresponding
experimental temperature measurements.
Since the hypothesis is tested and proved for two cases, the rest of the cases are simulated
with leakage factor (α) as 0.1 as a boundary condition on bottom casing enclosure. The
error values are presented below figure B-12.
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Casewise Error Values
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Figure B-12: Individual case error values for α as 0.1
The predicted hx versus x plots and corresponding Nux versus x plots for specific case 7 of
Soroush’s Table-1 are shown in Figures. B-14 and 15 and for all the remaining cases are
shown in Figures. 4.1. The error bars on these curves are obtained from uncertainty
estimation procedures as described in experimental and simulation uncertainty section 3.4.
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Figure B-13: Comparison of theoretical hx correlation results with ANSYS and
experimentally obtained hx along the boiling surface.
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Figure B-14: Predicted hx versus x plot with comparison between hx|Total versus hx|cb
along with error bars.

Figure B-15: Corresponding Nux versus x plot with calculated error bars.
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C

Energy Balance Comparison

In the two below tables a comparison of flow-based energy equation and net calculated
energy on the boiling surface (the energy directly spent on the phase change) is indicated.
Table C-1: Comparison for Data Set 1

Unit

Ṁ Lin

[g/s]

Ṁ Vin
[g/s]

Ṁ Lout
[g/s]

Ṁ Vout
[g/s]

[W/cm ]

1

1.54

4.54

1.28

4.8

2

1.72

4.58

1.4

3

1.82

4.25

4

2.22

5

Case

q� ′′W

q̇ in−flow q̇ Exp−Modelling % Error
[W]

[W]

-

21.16

586.3

338.56

42.255%

4.9

32.81

720.96

524.96

27.186%

1.42

4.65

40

900

640

28.889%

3.69

1.89

4.02

42.83

742.5

685.28

7.706%

2.26

4.56

1.87

4.95

47.6

876.33

761.6

13.092%

6

2.47

4.36

2.06

4.77

46.96

920.86

751.36

18.407%

7

2.47

4.6

2.06

5

57.26

920.45

916.16

0.466%

2

Table C-2: Comparison for Data Set 2

Unit

Ṁ Lin

[g/s]

Ṁ Vin
[g/s]

Ṁ Lout
[g/s]

Ṁ Vout
[g/s]

[W/cm ]

1

1.55

2.55

1.18

2.92

32.7

2

1.88

2.51

1.51

3

1.91

2.66

4

2.158

5

Case

q� ′′W

q̇ in−flow q̇ Exp−Modelling

% Error

[W]

[W]

-

832.5

503.58

39.510%

2.88

39.85 832.13

613.69

26.251%

1.5

3.07

48.88 921.68

752.752

18.328%

2.78

1.83

3.11

48.04 737.016

739.816

0.380%

2.16

2.87

1.82

3.21

53.39

763.3

822.206

7.717%

6

2.37

2.92

1.94

3.5

57.28 964.92

882.112

8.582%

7

2.35

3

1.98

3.37

65.7

1011.78

21.969%
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2

829.54

